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Abstract
Embedded systems have been becoming increasingly popular during the past decades.
Such systems are constrained by hardware resources and energy consumption but
they are still required to maintain high performance. Instruction memory hierar-
chy is the bottleneck of both performance and energy consumption for embedded
systems and researchers have been putting much effort to improve performance and
reduce energy consumption for instruction memory hierarchy. Among them, cus-
tomizing parameters of the instruction memory hierarchy for given applications is
one of the most important methods.
In this thesis, we propose and design reconfigurable instruction memory hierar-
chies for embedded systems to achieve performance and energy improvement. Our
work includes the following contributions:
1. We propose a static reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy(SRIM). In-
stead of using pure cache, the given resource budget for instruction memory
hierarchy is divided into certain size of scratchpad memory(SPM) and cache
for a given application to maximize the performance and minimize energy con-
sumption. We study the interaction between the architecture exploration of
SRIM and instruction layout optimization for more energy savings.
2. Although SRIM provides more flexibilities to make better use of the given
resource budget, it has two major limitations: 1.) it cannot reconfigured for
xdifferent phases in an execution 2.) the SPM resource cannot be reused by
multiple instructions and this cause low efficiency of resource usage. To rem-
edy the drawbacks of the static reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy,
we propose a dynamic reconfigurable instruction memory to obtain more flex-
ibility. The static reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy cannot change
the hardware parameters for different execution phases during runtime.
3. We propose a DVS-based pipelined reconfigurable instruction memory hierar-
chy(PRIM) for low power embedded systems. One of the most common meth-
ods to decrease energy consumption is to shut down the under-utilized storage
resources. Instead of shutting down under-utilized resources, our method tries
to take advantage of under-utilized storage resources to achieve more energy
savings.
Our proposed schemes can tune hardware parameters for specific applications
and they are more flexible. As a result of this flexibility, they achieve great perfor-
mance and energy improvement. In addition, we have implemented SRIM into real
hardware using FPGA, which proves it is implementable into real systems.
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Embedded systems have been increasingly popular and widely used over the past
decades. In contrast to general purpose computing systems, an embedded system is
a special-purpose computer system that performs one or a few dedicated functions.
Such systems range from small devices such as mobile phones, digital cameras, etc
to large scale systems like factory controllers. They are widely used in our daily lives
and the number of such systems has already surpassed the human population in this
planet [96]. In the near future, the world will be more inter-connected by embedded
systems such as sensor networks as new technologies become mature. In contrast to
general purpose computing systems, they have several distinct characteristics listed
below:
1. Most embedded systems run only one or a few fixed and dedicated applications.
For example, a mp3 player’s only functionality is to play music files in its entire
life-time.
22. Unlike general computing systems, embedded systems are characterized by
strict constrains on resources and low energy budget. This is especially true
for portable devices where battery life is of crucial importance.
3. Despite these constraints, embedded systems are still expected to provide high
computation capability and meet the real-time constraints.
These characteristics make embedded system very hard to design, as designers
not only need to consider performance but also energy consumption and hardware
resource usage. To tackle this problem, application-specific design methodology has
been widely used in embedded systems where hardware and software optimizations
are performed based on a given application. The parts of hardware design and
software optimization are usually highly coupled and the hardware architecture is
determined according to the feature of the given application. As the result of this
design methodology, one prominent characteristic of embedded systems is the het-
erogeneous architecture with programmable processor cores, custom designed logic,
and different types of memory. The architecture can be tailored or reconfigured
for specific applications. Custom instructions intended for specific applications can
dramatically improve the CPU performance. Tuning the cache size, associativity
and line size can best make use of the limited hardware resources to achieve max-
imal performance for the application. For most cases, customizing the hardware
architecture requires sophisticated compiler support for generating the correspond-
ing code for the customized architecture. Thus, the compiler and hardware need to
be managed together in the design of embedded systems.
The nature of the heterogeneous architecture and the tightly-coupled hardware
and software of embedded systems gives rise many research issues involving architec-
ture and software co-optimization. Among them, memory subsystem is one of the
most severe concerns we need to deal with. Memory wall is a well-known problem
3in computer architecture. The speed of processors has become increasingly faster,
while the increase of the memory speed has not been able to keep pace with that of
processors. And memory access time has become a bottleneck in computer systems.
Moreover, memory hierarchy occupies large die area and consumes a lot of energy,
both of which are very scarce for embedded systems. In this thesis, we study the
instruction memory hierarchy designs for embedded systems.
1.2 Memory hierarchy issues
1.2.1 Memory wall problem
Over the past decades, microprocessor speed has been growing at a dramatic rate
of 50-100% per year, while the speed of DRAM [66] is about 7% per year at the
same period. As a consequence, the memory speed has become a bottleneck of
whole system performance which is known as memory wall problem [36]. Apart
from the performance bottleneck, the memory subsystem also occupies very large
area, and thus consumes significant portion of total energy and demonstrates energy
bottleneck because of the load capacitance. For example, the Itanium2, IBM G5,
Power PC and Strong-ARM have 80%, 72%, 71% and 70% of total transistors in
caches respectively [76]. The caches account for a large portion of the total power
dissipation(e.g.,35% in Itanium; 43% in Strong-ARM;) [76]. The area and power of
caches in embedded processor ARM1156T2-S take more than 41.4% and 22.6% of
the total area and power [9].
Due to the large power consumption and the high access rate to memory sub-
system, memory subsystem accounts for significant of overall energy consumption.



















Figure 1.1: Energy distribution for two ARM based setups [96]
of the total energy consumption of a whole system. Figure 1.1 redrawn from [96]
shows the energy consumption by different components for uni-processor ARM and
multi-processor ARM based systems. The memory subsystem account for 65.2%
and 45.9% of total energy consumption for uni-processor ARM and multi-processor
ARM systems respectively. As seen from figure 1.1.(b), instruction cache accounts
for a significant portion of the total energy(i.e., 20.6%).
Because of the crucial role memory subsystem plays on performance and energy,
designers have to take great care of the memory subsystem to improve the perfor-
mance and decrease energy consumption, especially for portable embedded systems.
It is of crucial importance to improve the performance and energy consumption of
instruction memory hierarchy for embedded systems.
1.3 Memory hierarchy design
Memory subsystem has received great attention during the past decades. There
are basically two different categories of approaches to improve the performance and
energy of the memory hierarchy. One is the software management and optimization;
the other is the hardware design.
5Many methods of application optimization have been developed to improve per-
formance and reduce energy consumption. To improve performance, several loop
transformations [101, 21] have been developed to improve data reuse, data locality,
or decrease memory accesses, etc. In addition, instruction layout [75, 35, 29] and
data layout [21, 71, 50] optimizations have been proposed to improve the memory
locality to decrease cache conflict misses.
Apart from the software approaches, various hardware approaches have also
been thoroughly studied. In contrast to the software methods, the hardware meth-
ods design specific hardware architecture for embedded applications and tune the
hardware configuration for a given application. The hardware method is popular
and applicable in embedded systems because usually there is only one or a few
applications running on embedded systems and this offers many opportunities to
custom hardware parameters for the given applications. A lot of cache architectures
to reduce cache activities have been proposed for energy savings. For example,
Phased-lookup cache [34], accesses cache tags first and then the data bank cor-
responding to the hit tag, and as a result only one data bank needs to be searched.
Pseudo set-associative caches (PSAC) [52, 79, 43, 20, 42] speculatively accesses
one cache bank in the hope to hit to save energy. Small buffers [58, 62, 30] with
extremely low energy consumption are added between L1 cache and CPU core to
decrease energy consumption. Studies [86, 87] show that the execution characteris-
tics vary across different applications and even phases within an execution. Thus,
the hardware requirement to cache changes dramatically. To meet this need, recon-
figurable cache architectures [103, 95, 44, 80, 53, 28, 60, 13] have been proposed to
improve performance and decrease energy consumption. The associativity [103] and
line size of a cache [95] can be configured and furthermore cache resources can be
configured as other type function units such as instruction buffers or computational
units [80, 53, 28, 60, 13]. These methods try to disable the under-utilized resources
6to save energy. In this thesis, we introduce a new memory hierarchy, namely DVS-
based pipelined reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy, to take advantage of
the under-utilized resources to obtain more energy savings.
Apart from variants of cache architectures, scratchpad memory (SPM) is a very
important alternative of caches widely used in embedded systems. The difference
between them is that the SPM does not have the extra tags and the control logic
circuits. The applications control the SPM directly. Because of the absence of the
tags and control logic circuits, SPM consumes much less energy than cache. Angi-
olini et al. [8] proposed an algorithm which statically partitions the instructions to
SPM to save energy. The algorithm takes the profiling information as inputs and
applies dynamic programming method to get the optimal instruction partitioning to
SPM with regard to the energy savings. Because the method is static, the storage
locations of SPM cannot be reused by other instructions once the partitioning has
been determined. Consequently, the efficiency of SPM usage could be very low.
More recently, a dynamic method [93] was proposed to remedy the restrictions of
the static one. The instructions in the SPM can be dynamically replaced. The dy-
namic method offers the application the ability of replacing the instructions residing
in SPM by other more frequently executed instructions during runtime. They re-
ported 20%-30% improvement of energy savings over the static method. The above
two methods assume the SPM parameters are fixed. However, different applications
have their own characteristics, which in turn require different hardware configura-
tions to maximize performance and minimize energy consumption. To the best of
our knowledge, there is little work on configuring parameters of SPM for instruction
memory for a given application. This thesis focuses on customizing the hardware pa-
rameters of SPM for instruction memory hierarchy for given applications to improve
performance and reduce energy consumption.
71.4 Motivation and contributions
The main aim of this thesis is to investigate the static and dynamic reconfigurable
instruction memory to improve performance and reduce energy consumption of the
instruction hierarchy for embedded systems. It is known that execution characteris-
tics vary across different applications and different phases of the application, which
tend to result in different hardware requirements [86, 87]. Reconfiguring the memory
hierarchy had been proven effective to improve performance and save energy[80, 103]
by changing the memory hardware parameters to exploit this variation. Our research
focuses on customizing the instruction memory hierarchy for given applications to
reduce energy consumption and improve performance. Existing methods using SPM
do not change the parameters of SPM to exploit this variation. In contrast to pre-
vious methods, we attempt to tune the hardware parameters of SPM according
to needs of different applications and different phases of the given application for
maximizing performance and reducing energy consumption. We investigate the fol-
lowing three problems which can be classified into static and dynamic reconfigurable
instruction memory hierarchy designs.
1. SRIM: Static Reconfigurable Instruction Memory. To exploit the variation
between different applications, we propose a static reconfigurable instruction
memory hierarchy for embedded applications. Given an application and fixed
resource budget for instruction memory hierarchy, we try to statically deter-
mine the best configuration of instruction memory hierarchy in terms of the
size of SPM and cache for the given application. We profile the application and
gather the statistics, such as basic block execution counts and function call
counts. Analyzing the statistics, the best configuration in terms of cache and
SPM size for the application is determined and meanwhile the instructions are
partitioned to SPM and cache respectively. By applying this method, we at-
8tempt to use the given resource more efficiently, and thus achieve performance
improvement and energy savings.
2. DRIM: Dynamic Reconfigurable Instruction Memory. Although SRIM is able
to explore the variation across applications, it cannot handle the variation
of phases within an execution as the hardware parameters are fixed for an
application. To tackle this problem, we propose a dynamic reconfigurable
instruction memory hierarchy (i.e., DRIM) to explore the phaseal variation
for energy reduction. The hardware parameters of DRIM can be dynamically
configured according to the needs of phases at runtime. DRIM consists of
four banks of on-chip instruction buffer, each of which can be dynamically
configured as cache or SPM. The configuration of DRIM in terms of banks of
SPM and caches thus can be changed at runtime. We profile the application,
analyze the profiles, and determine the suitable configuration for each phase
of the execution.
3. PRIM: A DVS-based Pipelined Reconfigurable Instruction Memory. Shutting
down idle cache banks is one of the most popular methods to reduce the en-
ergy consumption. However, we observe that operating an idle cache bank I at
reduced voltage/frequency level along with an active bank A can potentially
achieve better energy savings compared to shutting down I and operating A
in normal mode. The key to maintain the performance is to pipeline and
synchronize the accesses to these two banks through the appropriate instruc-
tion memory layout. Moreover, static analysis should determine appropriate
program phases where one can switch to low power mode to achieve signif-
icant energy savings with minimal performance overhead. Towards this, we
propose a novel DVS-based pipelined reconfigurable instruction memory hier-
archy called PRIM. A canonical example of our proposed instruction memory
hierarchy consists of four cache banks. Two of these cache banks can be con-
9figured at runtime to operate at half the voltage and frequency level of the
normal cache mode. Instruction fetch throughput is maintained by pipelining
the accesses to these two low voltage banks. We develop a profile-driven com-
pilation framework that can analyze the application and insert appropriate
cache reconfiguration points.
The main novelty of the work is that unlike previous works that disable the
accessibility of idle cache banks, the capacity of idle banks in our scheme is
exploited to help save more energy.
Our proposed architectures advance the research of this area because of their
novelties in methodology. We have implemented the static instruction memory
architecture (i.e.,SRIM) into real hardware and this has proven that the proposed
architectural designs are practical for real electronics devices. Based on the static
architecture introduced, our proposed dynamic architectures will be presented in
the subsequent chapters. The compilation flow used to support the architectures
has also been developed.
1.5 Organization of the thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: Background and related work. We introduce the background in
memory hierarchy, and discuss previous and related work in memory hierarchy do-
main.
Chapter 3 :Static Reconfigurable Instruction Memory Hierarchy(SRIM). We de-
scribe the architecture of SRIM and the rational of SRIM to optimize the design
for performance improvement and energy consumption reduction. We then present
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the design and compilation flow to partition instructions to SPM and cache for
maximizing performance and minimizing energy consumption.
Chapter 4: Integrated Memory Design. We integrate instruction layout opti-
mization into SRIM for further performance improvement and energy reduction.
Chapter 5: Dynamic Reconfigurable Instruction Memory Hierarchy(DRIM). We
present a dynamic reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy and algorithm to
dynamically reallocate resources to save more energy.
Chapter 6: This chapter presents a DVS-based Pipelined Reconfigurable In-
struction Memory Hierarchy(PRIM) for low power embedded systems.
Chapter 7: Conclusions: We summarize the work presented in the thesis and
point out possible directions for future work.
Chapter 2
Background and related work
Computer designers have been paying much attention to the memory subsystem
because of its crucial role played in processor-based computation. First of all, the
speed gap between main memory and processor has been increasing greatly. Second,
each access to main memory is very energy expensive. Finally, each instruction
execution involves one or more accesses to memory. The memory hierarchy is usually
organized as several levels of memory where larger memory implies longer access
latency.
There are basically two classes of methods, architectural designs and application
optimizations, to improve the memory hierarchy performance and decrease energy
consumption. From the architectural perspective, various cache architectures such as
reconfigurable caches, victim cache, and pseudo set-associative caches are designed
for performance improvement and energy reduction. On the other hand, from the
software angle, designers can optimize the application to achieve the improvement
based on fixed architecture. For example, loop transformations and instruction/data
layout optimizations are developed to improve the data and instruction locality.
For embedded systems, jointly designing the architecture and optimizing the
12
software application is popular. This method can make use of limited resources
more efficiently to achieve performance improvement and energy savings. Basically,
memory hierarchy can be divided into two categories. One is data memory hierarchy,
and the other is instruction memory hierarchy. Instructions are fetched at every cycle
during the execution of applications. As a result, the instruction memory hierarchy
can affect the performance and energy consumption dramatically. Our research
focuses on reconfigurable instruction memory design and the goal is to improve the
performance of instruction memory hierarchy and reduce the energy consumption.
With the proliferation of portable embedded devices, power consumption has
become a major design consideration as power consumption affects the battery life
and the heat dissipation of portable devices, which in turns affects their usability.
Thus, designing an energy efficient memory subsystem is of crucial importance for
such systems. To design low power memory subsystem, it is important to understand
the source of power dissipation of memory systems.
2.1 Factors affecting power consumption of caches
In CMOS circuits of caches, there are two major components of power dissipation:
dynamic power which is caused by the charge and discharge of capacitance, and static
power which is due to leakage current Ileak. The dynamic power is proportional to
the square of supply voltage, while static power is constant. The formula of total
power of a storage block is as follow [57]:
P = ACV 2f + V Ileak (2.1)
The first term is the dynamic power. A is the fraction of actively switching gates
and C is the total capacitance of all gates. V and f represent the supply voltage
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and clock frequency respectively. The second term in Equation 2.1 is the static
power and Ileak stands for the leakage current. As we can see from Equation 2.1, the
dynamic energy consumption, ACV 2f , is proportional to circuit switching activities
denoted by A. The more the memory are accessed, the more power it will consume.
The static power denoted as V Ileak is independent on circuit switching activities.
The leakage current Ileak, source of static power, has two components: sub-




Where the values of K1 and n are experimentally derived, W is the width of
gate, Vth and Vθ are the gate threshold voltage and thermal voltage respectively.
Equation 2.2 suggests two methods to decrease Isub: decrease or even shut down
supply voltage and increase threshold voltage Vth.
The other component of leakage current can be calculated as follow [57]:




Through the above formulas, we can conclude that decreasing supply voltage
will reduce both dynamic and static power. However, as shown by the following
equation, the speed of gate will be slowed down.




The exponent α is an experimentally derived value which is approximately 1.3
for current technology. We can clearly see that clock frequency will be slowed when
decreasing supply voltage V .
We can obtain the total energy consumption of memory hierarchy by summing
up the energy consumption of all the levels of storages such as registers, L1 cache,





2.2 Methods to decrease energy consumption
According to Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.5, we can derive the ways that can be used
to decrease energy consumption of a memory hierarchy. We basically can classify
these methods for reducing energy consumption into two categories: dynamic energy
reduction and static energy reduction.
Dynamic energy reduction: Dynamic energy accounts for the most of the
total energy consumption for current technology. Thus, most of the existing methods
aim to reduce dynamic energy. From Equation 2.1, we can conclude that we can
decrease energy consumption by the following measures:
• Reduce the fraction of switching circuit. According to the first component
of Equation 2.1, dynamic power is proportional to the fraction of actively
switching gates. Thus, preventing the unused or under-utilized resources from
switching is one of the most important approaches to reduce dynamic power
such as clock gating, pseudo-associative cache, etc.
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• Reduce the capacitance of cache blocks. Apart from reducing the proportion
of active gates, reducing the capacitance of cache blocks is another important
approach for dynamic energy reduction. This scheme includes filter cache [58]
whose size is extremely small and the resultant capacitance becomes small. As
a result, the dynamic power is very low.
• Reduce supply voltage. As shown above, the dynamic energy is proportional
to the square of V , the supply voltage. This implies that reducing V can
greatly reduce dynamic power. Dynamic voltage scaling [31] takes advantage
of this fact to decrease energy consumption. However, reducing V will also
slow down the speed of circuits according to Equation 2.4. Consequently, this
approach has to trade off the speed and power carefully.
• Reduce the access to next level of memory. The next level of memory is usually
much larger which causes significant capacitance. Consequently the next level
of memory storages is much more energy expensive. Because of this, reducing
the number of accesses to lower level memories can also effectively decrease
the total energy consumption of a memory hierarchy.
Static energy reduction: According to the static power formula, the second
component of Equation 2.1, two factors affect the static power, voltage and leakage
current. As a result, decreasing supply voltage and shutting under-utilized cache
resources become very important methods to reduce static energy consumption, such
as Gated-Vdd cache, cache decay, and cache drowsy cache.
2.3 Architectural methods
Much research work has been focusing on designing and optimizing the memory
architecture for performance improvement and energy savings, especially for em-
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bedded systems. The main idea is to tune memory architecture according to the
needs of applications for the purpose of performance improvement and energy re-
duction. For example, special cache architectures, such as phased-lookup cache [34],
pseudo set-associative [52] caches and filter cache [58], are designed to decrease en-
ergy consumption. Recently, researchers have been developing reconfigurable caches
to dynamically adjust cache architectural parameters for performance improvement
and energy savings. Apart from cache architectures, more energy efficient on-chip
buffers such as scratchpad memory(SPM) [12] have been applied to save energy.
2.3.1 Cache architectures for reducing energy and improv-
ing performance
Several cache variations have been proposed to decrease energy consumption by
reducing the activity of caches. Phased-lookup cache [34] is proposed to decrease
the accesses to data banks in the cache for saving energy. The phased-lookup cache
divides the cache access into two phases. First, all tags are searched using two-
phase lookup where all the tag arrays are searched in parallel and none of data
banks is accessed. In the next phase, the data bank corresponding to the tag hit
is accessed. Through this way, only one data bank needs to be searched and thus
energy can be saved. However, this sequential operation of cache access is only
possible when address comparison determines a hit or miss before the data array
starts its operation. This depends on the operating frequency.
As explained above, phased-lookup cache access to tag and data banks is sequen-
tial. And consequently this causes extra latency overhead of a cache access. Pseudo
set-associative caches (PSAC) [52, 79, 43, 20, 42] are very important caches to
obtain a good balance between energy and speed. The caches first predictively ex-
amine one tag and one data bank, and only access the other banks if the initial
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access misses. Because the extra overhead of cache access latency is only incurred
when prediction miss happens, the average access latency can be greatly reduced
compared to the phased-lookup cache if the prediction hit rate is high. According
to the way of probing the remaining banks after the first probe miss, PSAC can be
classified into two categories: Fall Back Regula(FallBackReg) and Sequential [42].
FallBackReg scheme [79, 43] simultaneously probes all the remaining ways upon
a initial probe miss while Sequential scheme [52, 20] sequentially probes all the
remaining ways until all the data are found and an L1 miss is declared. FallBackReg
scheme favors speed at the expense of energy, however, sequential scheme is more
energy efficient at the expense of speed.
Another important method for decreasing cache activity is to add a tiny buffer
in front of L1 cache, such as filter cache and tiny cache[58, 62, 30]. If the most
of a program execution is spent in small loops, then most cache hit can occur in the
tiny buffer. This can dramatically reduce accesses to L1 cache and hence effectively
decrease energy consumption. The difference between filter cache and tiny cache
is the cache control strategy: filter cache is hardware controlled while tiny cache is
software controlled. Filter cache has a hardware component to dynamically detect
loops at runtime and control the loop replacement. In contrast to filter cache, tiny
cache needs compiler’s support to analyze an application and statically decide the
loop assignment.
Victim cache is proposed to reduce conflict cache misses for direct-mapped
caches [48]. Direct-mapped cache is small, fast and low power. However, conflict
misses account for significate portion, around 20% to 40% of total direct-mapped
cache misses [48]. By adding a small full-associative victim cache and swapping the
data between it and cache, cache conflict misses can be effectively reduced.
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2.3.2 Variation between programs and phases of executions
and reconfigurable cache
Figure 2.1: Time varying behavior for vortex
The rationale of the reconfigurable memory hierarchy is the variation of execu-
tion characteristics which include the variation between different programs and the
phaseal variation within a program. A phase of program behavior can be defined as
a time interval of execution during which a measured program metric is relatively
stable [87]. Figure 2.1 excerpted from [86] shows the time behavior for vortex where
ruu is percent Register Update Unit(RUU) occupancy while val and addr stand
for value and address miss rates respectively. Instruction, data cache and branch
prediction miss rates are denoted by D L1 64K, I L1 32K, branch respectively.
IPC represents instructions per cycle. The X-axis is in terms of 100 million com-
mitted instructions. Left Y-axis is used by RUU, val and addr while D L1 64K,
I L1 32K, branch and IPC use the right Y-axis. The figure clearly shows that
the instruction miss rate varies dramatically at different time intervals as well as
some other hardware metrics. Other than the variation within an execution, sig-
nificant variation across different applications is also demonstrated [86]. Multiple
methods to detect and predict phases of execution are proposed by Sherwood [87].
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Reconfigurable caches are proposed to tune cache hardware parameters to exploit
variations between phases and applications with the aim of improving performance
and reducing energy consumption.
2.3.3 Customization of cache parameters
As described in the previous section, the execution characteristics vary across differ-
ent applications and even within a single execution. As a result, a key issue related
to customizing the cache parameters is the fact that the cache utilization varies
widely for different applications and different time intervals. A number of studies
have concentrated on dynamically adapting the cache geometry parameters, such as
cache line and associativity, to save energy.
1. Reducing cache size: Unlike Pseudo set-associative caches which sequen-
tially access cache banks, selective way cache [6] directly shuts down a
subset of the ways in a set-associative cache for energy savings when the cache
is under-utilized. The full cache remain operational for more cache-intensive
periods. The decision of way shutting down is determined by the value Per-
formance degradation Threshold(PDT) which signifies how much performance
degradation relative to a cache with all ways enabled is allowable [6].
2. Reconfiguration of cache associativity: Using a new technique, called
way concatenation [103], the cache associativity can be configured dynam-
ically. The cache associativity greatly affects power consumption. Studies
show that a direct-mapped cache consumes 30% energy of a same size four-
way set associative cache [103]. The reason for the low power consumption of
direct-mapped caches is that only one tag and one data array are read during
an access, while four tags and four data arrays need to be read for four-way
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associative cache. For some applications, a direct-mapped cache has a low
miss rate, and thus results in a low energy consumption. However, some other
applications may result in a high miss rate for direct-mapped cache. This high
miss rate incurs larger energy consumption due to the longer execution time
and more energy-consuming accesses to the larger low-level memory units.
Thus, using a suitable cache associativity for a particular application is of
great importance to decrease energy consumption.
3. Reconfiguration of cache line size: Similar to the cache associativity, the
requirement for a suitable cache line size varies across different applications
and different phases of an execution. Schemes to dynamically adjust cache
line size are proposed to reduce the cache miss rate and improve the perfor-
mance [95, 69, 44]. In [95], an automatic hardware system is used to monitor
system behaviors and performance, and modify the configuration based on the
observed behavior. In contrast to the hardware control method, in [69], com-
piler is used to insert configuration instructions where cache line size needs to
be changed by either static code analysis or dynamic profiling-directed feed-
back.
4. Reconfigurable cache architecture: Other than configuring the parame-
ters of caches, resources of cache itself can be reconfigured to other type of func-
tional units, such as computational unit, during runtime [80, 53, 28, 60, 13]. A
reconfigurable cache architecture for general-purpose processors is presented
in [80]. The L1 data cache is partitioned into two banks. One of them is used
as conventional cache, while the other can be configured as an instruction reuse
buffer. For some multimedia applications, the data streaming characteristics
cause a large cache under-utilized. In order to make better use of the hardware
resources for such applications, one of the banks in the under-utilized cache can
be configured into instruction reuse buffer. A multifunction computing cache
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architecture is proposed in [53] where the cache is partitioned into dedicated
cache modules and configurable cache modules. The configurable cache mod-
ules can be reconfigured for computational usage, such as FIR, DCT/IDCT
and encryption when an application does not need the whole cache.
2.3.4 Reduce static energy
Apart from the dynamic power, which arises from the capacitance charge and dis-
charge on the output of hundreds of millions of gates in chips, static energy is in-
creasing quickly as processor technology shrinks. For example, a 90-nm Pentium 4
consumes 110W, and static power takes roughly 40% of the total power dissipation.
Static energy has been drawing increasingly more attention recently [57, 55, 85].
On-chip caches account for a significant portion leakage power of total power be-
cause of the large physical size. In order to decrease the leakage power of caches,
various schemes [56, 78, 51, 54, 104] have been developed.
From the angle of circuit techniques, the approaches can be divided into two
broad categories: state-destructive and state-preserving. State-destructive tech-
niques gate the supply voltage, namely gated-Vdd, to reduce leakage in unused
SRAM cells [78, 77, 51]. Gated-Vdd introduces a extra NMOS or PMOS Vdd-gated
transistor. The gated-Vdd transistor is turned on to put the cell in ”active” mode
and turned off for the cell to be in ”standby” mode. Turning off cache lines can
save maximal energy. However, the loss of data can significantly induce significant
energy overhead and performance overhead because of the additional cache miss
caused. Instead of turning off cache lines, state-preserving approaches put the un-
used cache lines into low voltage/power state in which data can be retained. Thus
the major advantage over the state-destructive is that the cost of wrongly putting a
cache line to be accessed soon into low power mode is smaller. For example, drowsy
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cache [56, 54] uses dynamic voltage scaling technique to select two supply voltages
in each cache line for low power mode and normal mode. The waking up penalty
of a cache line takes about 1 to 2 cycle and consumes little energy. This can avoid
cache misses induced by data loss caused by shutting down cache lines and thus
more energy savings can be obtained. One simple policy of controlling drowsy cache
is to periodically put all cache lines into drowsy mode regardless of access patterns.
The cache lines will be waken up when it is accessed later. This control strategy
is application-insensitive which means that the cache lines is periodically turned
off. In contrast to application-insensitive strategy, application-sensitive strategy
manages the cache lines based on runtime performance feedback [77, 104].
2.3.5 Dynamic voltage scaling
The techniques introduced in the previous section disable functioning of unused re-
sources to save energy. Apart from these methods, another very important class of
approaches reduce the supplying voltage and slow down the speed of execution to
decrease energy consumption using dynamic voltage scaling(DVS) [31, 45, 18, 23,
63, 11, 17, 39]. The dynamic power dissipation for CMOS circuits is proportional to
the square of supplying voltage. Therefore, DVS techniques can effectively reduce
CPU power by lowering the supply voltage. DVS techniques exploit the fact that
the average computational throughput is often much lower than the peak compu-
tational capacity required. The processor runs at full speed at peak computation
period to main performance and at low speed to meet the average computational
requirement for energy savings. However, lowering supply voltage will significantly
increase the latency of circuits and this tends to cause performance degradation.
As a consequence, DVS techniques must consider the impact on the performance,
power-latency product and energy-latency product which are among the most im-
portant research issues for DVS techniques.
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For real-time applications, there are two kinds of slack time which can be ex-
ploited by DVS: worst-case slack time and workload-variation slack time [63]. The
former one is the extra time when the processor utilization, which is computed
based on WCETs(worst-case execution time) of tasks, is lower than 1. This means
the processor can run slower to save energy without missing the deadlines of tasks
in the worst case. The workload-variation slack happens when tasks are executed
faster than WCET. The worst-case slack is exploited by [37, 45]. They assume
that all tasks run at their WCETs and as a consequence, the workload-variation
slack is not exploited. This is overcome by Shin and Choi [89] and the workload
slack is exploited. However, this approach scales supply voltage on task-by-task
level and cannot fully exploit workload-variation slack. In order to overcome this
problem, several studies [63, 88, 11] perform DVS within a task. To achieve this,
Lee and Sakurai [63] divide a task into several pieces and control the voltage on
timeslot-by-timeslot basis inside the application instead of operating system.
Some researchers [39, 38] exploit the imbalance between different hardware com-
ponents, such as CPU and memory activities. The hardware components which are
not fully loaded can be slowed down to save energy without significant performance
loss. Hsu et al [39, 38] scale down the speed of CPU in memory-bound applica-
tions. Such applications have a significant mismatch between the computation units
and memory subsystem. Compiler is used to identify the imbalance, estimate the
maximum possible energy savings and the performance impact, and make the final
decisions on voltage scaling. Substantial energy savings can be obtained with a
small performance penalty.
The DVS techniques have been proven practical and applied on some commercial
processors, such as XScale [68] and crusoe processor [26] and on some academic
design efforts [18, 63].
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2.3.6 Scratchpad memory(SPM) for low power computing
Scratchpad memory
Apart from various cache architectures developed for performance improvement and
energy reduction, scratchpad memory (SPM) [12] is a very important alternative of
cache in embedded systems. In contrast to the cache where the data replacement is
controlled by hardware, the scratchpad memory does not have tags and is controlled
by applications. Using scratchpad memory has the following advantages. First, it
consumes less hardware resources and energy compared to a cache since the scratch-
pad does not have tags. Second, the software controlled scratchpad is more flexible
and is able to avoid many cache conflicts. It is shown that SPM have 34% smaller
area and 40% lower power consumption than a 2-way associative cache of the same
capacity [12]. Third, the access to SPM is more predictable and thus it has better
real-time property which is desirable for real-time applications. Because of this,
many lower power embedded processors and DSPs contain SPM, such as Motorola
68HC12BC32 [4], low power processor TMS320VC5501 from Texas Instruments [3],








Figure 2.2: SPM optimizations
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Since SPM is controlled by software or applications, intensive program analysis
and carefully allocating codes/data into SPM are of crucial importance to achieve
performance improvement and energy savings. A lot of work has been done on SPM.
We can classify the existing SPM exploiting approaches into two categories: static
method and dynamic method. Figure 2.2 shows the relation of different meth-
ods. Static method represents the class of approaches which statically allocate SPM
resource and the SPM resource will not be changed during runtime. Static method
can be further divided to static partition and dynamic replacement according to the
policy of data replacement. Static partition method statically assigns the instruc-
tions or data into SPM and they will not be replaced during the program executions.
For dynamic replacement method, the instructions or data can be replaced and the
SPM can be used by multiple code blocks or data during runtime.
Static allocation, static partition
The method of static allocation and static partition has been studied in [7, 8, 94,
91, 92, 97, 73]. The methods of statically assigning instructions to SPM are in-
troduced by [7, 8, 94]. Angiolini et al [7] develop a hardware fitting technique to
partition the SPM resource for program segments and the address of SPM and main
memory are overlapped. In this scheme, the hardware distinguishes the multiple
address ranges of the program segments, and this requires a decoder with multiple
comparators. As a result, no overhead of instructions such as jump is incurred while
hardware penalty will be caused to map uncourageous ranges to SPM. This problem
is modeled as SPM partitioning problem and can be solved in polynomial time using
dynamic programming approach [7]. In contrast to the hardware fitting technique,
software approach [8] uses the application to control the execution between SPM and
main memory by inserting control transfer instructions such as jump instructions.
The addresses of SPM and main memory are non-overlapped and can be accessed
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independently.
The global and local data allocation to SPM for performance improvement is
studied in [91, 92, 10]. The optimization problem is formulated as 0/1 integer linear
programming (0/1 ILP) problem. The objective function (i.e. access time of memory
access) and cost (i.e. size of SPM occupied), are identified, and optimal solution
is found using ILP solver. Beside global and local variables, Avissar et al [10] also
consider assigning stack variables to SPM for performance improvement.
Steinke et al [94] assign both instruction and data object to SPM for energy
reduction. The compiler analyzes the application, and then the most frequently
used instructions and data object are statically partitioned to SPM. The energy cost
and savings for instructions and data partitioning are identified, and the optimal
solution is found using Integer Linear Programming(ILP).
None of the work introduced above considers the existence of cache and the
influence of SPM partitioning to cache is not considered. The instruction and data
partitioning to SPM can affect the miss rate of cache and the change of cache
miss rate can have significant impact on performance and energy consumption. To
solve this problem, cache aware allocation approaches [97, 73] are developed which
consider not only the energy savings by putting instruction or data object to SPM
but also the effect of cache conflicts. Verma et al [97] partition instructions to SPM
considering the insistence of cache. The cache behavior is modeled by a directed
graph, namely conflict graph, whose nodes are instruction traces, and each edge
between two nodes represents that one node can be replaced by the other. The total
cache misses of a node are caused by all the other nodes that are not assigned to
SPM. The cache misses of the node can thus be calculated from the conflict graph.
Once having the expression of cache miss, cache hit, and SPM hit, the problem can
be modeled as ILP problem and solved by ILP solver.
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Static allocation, dynamic replacement
The methods introduced in previous section statically map hot blocks into SPM.
These static schemes have the advantage of zero run-time copy overhead. Further-
more, global optimal placement can be achieved to maximize the effectiveness of
SPM usage over the entire run of the application. However, the major disadvan-
tage of static approaches is that the memory objects can not be replaced during
execution. This may lead to under utilization of SPM when a program has multi-
ple important loops which cannot fit into SPM. To overcome this problem, dynamic
replacement approaches have been proposed [93, 98, 82]. These approaches use com-
piler to insert copy instructions into the program to replace instruction blocks in
SPM and redirect the instruction fetch to the SPM during runtime. The optimal
dynamic replacement decision of isntructions/data in SPM is accomplished using
ILP [93, 98]. The ILP-based methods may not be practical in terms of runtime and
often fail to scale to large size applications. To overcome this problem, Rivindran
et al [82] propose an inter-procedural heuristic for identifying hot instruction traces
and partitioning them to SPM. This heuristic based method is more practical for
large program over ILP approaches although it does not achieve optimal results.
The dynamic replacement approaches introduced do not consider the existence
of cache. Panda et al [73] consider the existence of cache and dynamically parti-
tion data to SPM with the goal of avoiding data conflict in cache for performance
improvement. The lifetime distribution of variables is abstracted and analyzed to
perform the partitioning.
Dynamic allocation
All the previous approaches of allocating SPM discussed above are static from a
hardware perspective, i.e., the hardware parameters of SPM are not changed during
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execution. As shown in previous sections, there are multiple phases within an ex-
ecution which show different characteristics and various requirements to hardware
parameters. Consequently, statically allocating SPM is not flexible enough to meet
this requirement. In order to tackle this problem, an approach has been developed
to dynamically allocate SPM [60]. The dynamic architecture, namely SCIMA [60],
consists of four cache banks. Each of them can be dynamically configured as SPM
or cache to achieve more flexibilities for performance improvement.
2.3.7 Summary of architectural methods
Two major classes of architectural methods for low power memory have been in-
troduced in previous sections: designing and customizing cache architecture and
applying SPM. The basic idea is to tune and manage memory architecture for a
given application. In this thesis, we propose and design new reconfigurable cache
architectures to tune SPM and cache parameters for energy reduction and perfor-
mance improvement.
Cache architecture methods
Designing specific caches and customizing cache parameters can effectively reduce
energy consumption. Pseudo set-associative caches first predictively examine one
cache bank and only access the other banks if the initial access misses. This cache
can reduce energy consumption if the hit rate of predictive accesses is high. An-
other cache variation, selective way cache, shuts down under-utilized cache banks
to reduce energy consumption. All these cache variations try to disable under-
utilized cache resources to reduce energy consumption. However, these caches have
the drawback that the capability of under-utilized cache resources is wasted. In
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order to exploit for more energy savings, our proposed PRIM takes advantage of
the under-utilized resources instead of shutting them down. PRIM can configure a
under-utilized cache bank and a normal active cache bank as a low power buffer pair
where the voltage and frequency are halved. The throughput can be maintained by
speculatively fetch instructions from these two cache banks. Through this method,
the energy consumption of instruction memory can be reduced while performance
can be maintained.
SPM methods
Apart from cache architecture methods, SPM methods are very important alterna-
tives for energy reduction. Various methods are developed to partition instructions
to SPM for decreasing energy consumption based on fixed architectural parameters.
These methods can achieve significant energy savings, however they cannot change
architectural parameters to suit a given application. Our two proposed schemes,
SRIM and DRIM, can tune architectural parameters of SPM for a given application
to reduce energy consumption and improve performance. For a given application,
SRIM statically divides a given hardware resource budget into certain size of SPM
and cache, and also partitions frequently used instructions to SPM allocated for
reducing energy consumption and improving performance. Although SRIM can use
hardware storage resources efficiently, it is not flexible in that the hardware parame-
ters cannot be changed for different execution phases. To deal with this, a dynamic
scheme, called DRIM, is proposed to dynamically reconfigure hardware parameters
at runtime for energy reduction. Our schemes can tune hardware parameters of
SPM to suit a given application and this is seldom addressed by existing works.
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2.4 Application optimization
Apart from the architectural method to improve performance and reduce energy,
application optimization is the other class of approaches to optimize for performance
and energy. These approaches include loop transformations, instruction/data layout
optimization, data in-place optimization, code compact etc. The compiler plays the
key role in this method.
2.4.1 Loop transformations
Loop transformations, such as loop interchanging, loop tiling, loop merging, loop un-
rolling, etc [101, 70], are widely used to improve memory performance. These meth-
ods on managing loops can substantially change the characteristics of the programs.
For example, loop transformations can change the spatial and the temporal local-
ity of memory accesses. By applying loop unrolling, the number of instructions in
the loop increases and this in turn results in more opportunities for ILP(instruction
level parallelism). In DSTE [21] methodology, the global data flow optimization and
loop transformations are heavily performed at the beginning steps of the framework.
Global data flow optimization aims at optimizing the most costly DSTE factors and
removing the bottleneck in data flow to memory hierarchy. This process has very big
impact on the performance of the whole system. Loop transformations can also be
used to reduce or remove the intermediate buffer. For example, by using loop merg-
ing, different sequential tasks can be interleaved and parallelized; thus the buffers
between these tasks may possibly be reduced considerably or completely eliminated.
Data reuse decision technique tries to exploit the temporal reuse of data. Techniques
have been developed for applying reuse analysis and then distributing the data into
the memory units in such a way that the frequently used data are put into the faster
and smaller memory units.
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2.4.2 Instruction/data layout optimization
Apart from the architectural method to decease cache conflict, an alternative ap-
proach, the instruction layout optimization, are developed to decrease the instruction
cache misses by optimizing the instruction layout in the main memory [67, 75]. The
idea is to place frequently executed code blocks of a program next to each other to re-
duce the chances of instruction cache conflict while increasing spatial locality within
the program. Pettis and Hansen [75] use a ”closest is best” strategy. The most
frequent caller-callee pairs will be placed next to each other in order to decrease the
cache conflict misses. This method is architectural independent. Hashemi et al [35]
took into account of the cache size, cache line size, and procedure size to perform a
color mapping of cache lines to procedures. They report performance improvement
obtained over the previous architectural independent method. In addition to taking
into the architecture information, Gloy et al [29] make use of the temporal ordering
information that summarizes the interleaving of the procedures in a program trace
to perform the instruction positioning. They report performance improvement over
the previous two methods.
2.4.3 Code/data compression: reduce bandwidth require-
ment
The lower level memory hierarchy is usually larger and more energy expensive. Thus
the access to SDRAM consumes much more energy and takes significantly longer
time compared to the cache and the SPM. Because of this, reducing the accesses
to main memory can greatly improve performance and reduce energy consumption.
Other than the data flow optimization which can reduce main memory accesses,
code/data compression is another very important method to decrease accesses to
main memory [102, 16, 100, 24, 84, 22].
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Code/data compression makes use of lossless data compression techniques to
encode instructions/data into more compact form and a de-compressor will decom-
press the compact form of instructions/data and deliver them to CPU. Through this
mechanism, the communication between CPU and memory can be reduced, and this
results in energy savings. However, it has two more major constraints: first, it must
be able to decompress a code/data block in a relative small block, as the code/data
stream can be accessed at many possible entries. Second, the decompressor has
to be small, fast, and energy efficient since the overhead caused by decompressor
should not surpass the gain obtained. To achieve this, usually a hardware decom-
pressor recovers the compressed instructions/data. ARM7TDMI [83] uses a set of
16-bit shorter instructions and these instructions can be used when the processor
runs on Thumb mode. A decompressor will directly translate a 16-bit Thumb mode
instruction to a 32-bit full mode one. Another method [102] assume that the total
number of distinct instructions is limited, and thus the width of an instruction can
be much reduced by encoding all distinct instructions as consecutive numbers. By
using this method, the width of an instruction becomes dlog2Ne where N is the
total number of distinct instructions appearing in the code, and memory bandwidth
usage can be reduced. One drawback of this method is that the width of an instruc-
tion still can be significant if N gets large. To overcome this limitation, Benini et
al [16] improve this method by only compressing the set of the most frequently used
instructions. They observed that the some of instructions are much more frequently
used than others and most of time spend on executing 256 distinct instructions. As
a result, compressing most used instructions can effectively reduce communication
between CPU and memory while minimal bit-width can be sustained. The decom-
pressor for this method needs to be changed for distinguishing the compressed and
uncompressed instructions.
The principle of code compression can be extended to data blocks with some
additional difficulties. Data compression techniques and hardware architectures have





The memory hierarchy is the main bottleneck in modern computer systems, due to
the ever increasing gap between the speed of the processor and that of the mem-
ory. This problem becomes even worse in embedded systems, as designers not only
need to consider performance, but also energy consumption. The memory hierarchy
consumes a large amount of chip area and energy, which are precious resources in
embedded systems.
Customizing the memory hierarchy [21, 74] for specific applications is an impor-
tant way to fully exploit the limited resources to maximize the performance. Re-
configurable logic resources are being used for customizing the hardware platform
for specific applications. In traditional hardware-software co-design methodologies,
much of the work have focused on utilizing reconfigurable logic to partition the
computation. However, utilizing reconfigurable logic in memory hierarchy design is
seldom addressed.
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The density and complexity of reconfigurable devices have been increasing dra-
matically. FPGAs available commercially now have up to millions of gates and
integrate millions of bits of on-chip memory storage. With this large amount of
resources available, it is possible to design an embedded system using single FPGA
chip. Software-core processors have been developed for FPGAs, such as the Altera
Nios II [2] and the Xilinx MicroBlaze [1].
With the abundance of on-chip Block Memory (BRAM) resources, it is very
important to make full use of these resources to improve the system performance.
However, making use of reconfigurable resources for improving the performance of
the memory hierarchy is seldom addressed. Our work focuses on exploiting recon-
figurable logic to improve the performance of the instruction memory hierarchy for
specific applications. We propose a reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy
consisting of an instruction cache and a scratchpad memory.
The concept of scratchpad memory (SPM) [12] is an important consideration in
embedded systems. In contrast to the cache where the data replacement is controlled
by hardware, the scratchpad memory is controlled by applications. Using scratchpad
memory has the following advantages. First, the software controlled scratchpad is
more flexible and is able to avoid many cache conflicts. Second, since the scratchpad
does not have tag, it consumes less hardware resource and energy compared to a
cache.
Given a fixed amount of reconfigurable on-chip logic resources and a specific
application, we address the problem of partitioning the available resources into an
instruction cache and a scratchpad, whose sizes depend on the application. Our goal
is to lower the instruction fetch miss rate and improve the system performance, as
well as conserve energy.
In this chapter, we propose a reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy for
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FPGA-based systems and an algorithm to explore the design space as well as perform
instruction partitioning. To our knowledge, the design space exploration problem of
partitioning a fixed amount of reconfigurable resources into an instruction memory
hierarchy consisting of a cache and a scratchpad has not been addressed in the
literature. Second, we have completed a prototype implementation of the proposed
instruction memory hierarchy using actual FPGA hardware. Our implementation
is based on the Altera Nios II platform.
We evaluated the performance of our proposed instruction memory hierarchy
compared to one that consists of only an instruction cache. Using five benchmarks
from the MediaBench and MiBench suites as workload, the experimental results
show that our architecture provides significant performance improvements and en-
ergy reduction.
3.2 Related work
The rationale and benefits of reconfigurable cache memory architectures have been
well studied by previous researchers [80, 103]. There are also previous work to
study the benefits of the the scratchpad memory (SPM) and to develop techniques
to manage the SPM.
Several researchers [97, 8, 94, 73, 49] designed algorithms to partition instruc-
tions or data into the SPM, with the goal of reducing the conflict misses and the
energy consumption. However, most of them assumed that the memory hierarchy
has a fixed-size cache and a SPM, and they did not optimize the architectural param-
eters of the memory hierarchy. For example, Panda [73] partitioned the data objects
in an application into the SPM and the cache to reduce the amount of cache con-
flicts. But he only considered two fixed memory hierarchy configurations; namely, a
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2 KByte cache compared with a combination of 1 KByte cache plus 1 KByte SPM.
Kandemir’s algorithm [49] can tune the size of the SPM, but it was designed for data
references instead of instruction accesses. Vander et al [25] focused on adjusting the
size of the instruction loop buffer for specific applications to maximize the energy
savings. However, the cache is fixed and the problem they studied is different from
ours.
Apart from partitioning instructions into the SPM, a complementary technique
to optimize the performance of the instruction memory hierarchy is code positioning
and mapping [75, 35, 29]. These techniques were developed to decrease the instruc-
tion cache miss rate by repositioning instruction blocks or procedures in the main
memory.
Our work differs from the previous works and is novel in two important ways.
First, we focus not only on partitioning the instructions into the SPM, but also on
tuning the parameters of the memory hierarchy for specific applications. For a given
amount of hardware resource budget for the instruction memory hierarchy, our algo-
rithm partitions it into an instruction cache and a SPM. Our algorithm also assigns
the instructions into the SPM by analyzing the instruction access characteristics of
the specific application.
Second, unlike previous work which rely mainly on simulations to evaluate the
techniques to improve performance in reconfigurable architectures, we have actu-
ally implemented our reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy using real FPGA
hardware. Our implementation, which is based on the Altera Nios II platform, en-
ables us to study the actual performance impact of our technique on a real system.
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3.3 Design flow and hardware architecture
3.3.1 Design flow
The design flow for our reconfigurable memory hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.1.
The inputs are the application and the hardware resource budget for the instruction
memory hierarchy. The outputs are the transformed binary code, and the parame-
terized instruction memory hierarchy consisting of a SPM and an instruction cache
of a certain size.
Program
 profile program
Perform partitioning on-chip storage
resources into instruction cache and scratch memory and
assign the instructions into the scratch and the cache
On-chip storage
resource size
Transformed Program Instruction memory hierarchy with
certain size of scratch and cache
Figure 3.1: Design flow for the reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy
The design process is as follows. First, we profile the application using the gcc
compiler. Then, we compile the application into assembly code using the gcc cross
compiler for the Nios II processor. From the assembly code, we build the data
structure representations for our algorithm. These are then analyzed to determine
the sizes of the SPM and the cache, as well as to partition the instructions into the
SPM and the cache. We then patch the code that are allocated to the SPM to get
the transformed assembly code.
The transformed assembly code will be compiled using the gcc cross compiler
for the Nios II to generate the binary executable. The parameterized instruction
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memory hieararchy coupled with the Nios II based system will be compiled into
FPGA using the Altera QuartusII tool.
3.3.2 Instruction memory hierarchy architecture
The architecture of our reconfigurable memory hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.2.
The memory hierarchy consists of an instruction cache, a SPM, a SPM controller






















Figure 3.2: The architecture of the reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy
The ALFU is responsible for deciding whether an instruction resides in the SPM
or not. It consists of two address registers and two parallel comparators. The two
registers store the upperbound and the lowerbound of addresses for the instruction
block to be stored in the SPM. The highest instruction address of the block is stored
in the upperbound register, while the lowest instruction address of the block is stored
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in the lowerbound register. If the address of an instruction to be fetched falls within
the range of these two registers, the ALFU will generate the signal SPM hit, which
is used to control the selection and the switching of the cache and the SPM.
The SPMC is used to load the instructions from the main memory into the
SPM, and updating the values of the upperbound and lowerbound registers. Since
the instructions are statically assigned into the SPM, the SPMC is actually optional.
One can remove the SPMC from the memory hierarchy to save the resource usage.
The instruction memory hierarchy is integrated in the Nios II processor. It is
implemented in the form of a Verilog description. The sizes of the cache and the
SPM are parameterized, and the parameters can be easily changed in the Verilog
source code.
3.3.3 The implementation of SRIM
To evaluate SRIM, we prototyped it on an FPGA board and collected the execution
statistics from the board. We chose the Nios II Development Kit,Stratix Professional
Edition from Altera company [2] as our implementation platform. The system
consists of a Nios II processor, SRIM, and main memory (an off-chip SDRAM).
The Nios II processor is soft-core RISC processor developed by Altera which is
widely used in embedded systems. The Nios II development kit comes with a tool
called SOPC which is used to build and configure the system. The users specify
the parameters and configuration through SOPC and it will automatically generate
the source code written in hardware description language, such as verilog or VHDL.
The Quartus II tool takes the Verilog or VHDL source code as input and synthesize
it into a configuration file for the FPGA residing on the board.
To implement SRIM, we first generate a standard Nios II based system using
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SOPC. The automatically generated system mainly comprises of a Nios II process,
a direct-mapped instruction cache and data cache, SDRAM controller, and compo-
nents such as the one used to communicate with PC. After this step, we manually
modify the Verilog source code and insert our SRIM component, also written in
Verilog, into the system. In addition, we also added components to monitor the ex-
ecution so as to collect execution statistics. These are counters triggered by signals
of the hardware. The statistics we collect are follows:
1. #Exe-cyc: the number of clock cycles an execution took. The counter is
triggered by the main clock.
2. #I-fetches: the number of total dynamic instruction fetches that the processor
made. This counter is triggered by the read signal to the instruction memory
hierarchy.
3. #I-misses: the number of dynamic instruction fetch misses. The counter is
triggered by the instruction hierarchy miss signal.
Our two metrics used for comparison are the execution performance and the
dynamic energy consumption of the instruction memory hierarchy. The execution
performance can be obtained directly from the #Exe-cyc, while the dynamic energy
consumption is calculated from #I-fetches and #I-misses.
3.4 Design space exploration and instruction par-
titioning
A key aspect of our proposed instruction memory hierarchy is our algorithm for de-



































Figure 3.3: The loop-procedure hierarchy graph from mpeg2decode
to determine the size of the SPM and the instruction cache for a specific application,
while the instruction partitioning is to assign the instructions into the SPM and the
cache to maximize the performance and minimize the energy consumption.
3.4.1 Loop-procedure hierarchy graph
Our algorithm uses the Loop-Procedure Hierarchy Graph (LPHG) [64] to represent
a program. In Figure 3.3, we show the LPHG representation of a key portion of
the mpeg2decode benchmark from the MediaBench suite. For simplicity, not all
of the procedures and the loops in mpeg2decode are shown. In this graph, the
rectangular nodes represent the procedures, while the ellipse nodes represent the
loops. The arrows or edges between the nodes denote the relationship between them.
For convenience, we call the node pointed to by an arrow a successor, while the node
that points to another node is a predecessor. The numerical value associated with
each arrow is the number times the successor is entered from the predecessor.
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3.4.2 Proposed algorithm
Our proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. We assume that most of the
instruction cache conflicts are caused by the loops. The intuition is to put as much
of the most frequently executed loop kernels into the SPM so as to reduce the
instruction cache conflict misses within each kernel. Starting with a storage resource
of size M to be partitioned into the cache and the SPM, we divide this partitionable
storage into two portions of size M/2 each. We will try to fill up one of these portions
with instructions for the SPM. Then, we recursively partition the other portion until
the size of the remaining storage is so small that if it were to be further partitioned,
there will be a large amount of cache conflicts when executing a kernel.
Definition 1: a subgraph spanned by the loop L, denoted by SubG(L), is the
subgraph consisting of all the nodes that are reachable from the loop node L. The
size of a SubG(L), denoted by Sizeof(SubG(L)), is the number of instructions in the
SubG(L) whose execution frequency in the loop exceed a certain threshold value,
denoted as ExFreqTh.
The idea is that within the SubG(L), there are certain instructions that are
executed more frequently than others, and will be considered for placement in the
SPM. In this work, we set the ExFreqTh value to be 1/3 of the number of iterations
in loop L.
The algorithm starts from the leaf loops of the LHPG and work upwards during
the course of its execution. This is because the deeper the loops are in the LPHG, the
more frequently their instructions are executed. So, these loops should be assigned
to the SPM. However, as we move to the upper levels of the LHPG, two or more
SubGs at the level might be in conflict.
Definition 2: SubG(L1) and SubG(L2) are in potential conflict if L1 and L2
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are not a successor of each other. Given a partitionable storage of size M, SubG(L1)
and SubG(L2) are in conflict if
• SubG(L1) and SubG(L2) are in potential conflict
• Sizeof(SubG(L1)) > M/2 and Sizeof(SubG(L2)) > M/2
At a particular level of SubGs, if no pair of SubGs are in conflict, then half
the partitionable storage should be added to the SPM. The instructions are then
assigned to the SPM according to a calculated heuristic value. This process is
repeated recursively with the remaining storage as the algorithm moves up the
LHPG, until at least two SubGs at a particular level are in conflict.
The instruction partitioning granularity is at the loop and procedure level. As
shown in line 4 of Algorithm 1, in a SubG, the frequently executed instructions in
the loops and procedures will be selected to form the instruction blocks. The criteria
to select the instructions is that the execution frequency of the instructions should
be larger than ExFreqTh.
The heuristic value for the selection of instruction blocks is computed in line
5 of the Algorithm 1. In this work, we set the heuristic value as: Vh = Eavg +
5 ∗Number of times called. The Eavg represents the average instruction execution
frequency of a selected block, while the Number of times called stands for the
number of the times the procedure containing the instruction block is called. Next,
in line 6, the unimportant SubGs will be pruned from the list of SubG. This occurs
if the Eavg of a SubG is less than 1/20 of the average execution frequency of all the
select instruction blocks. Then we regard it to be unimportant and will not consider
it in the current iteration.
In our algorithm, the procedure two SubGs conflict is used to determine whether
there exists two SubGs in the list of SubGs which are in conflict. If two SubGs are
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Algorithm 1: Design space exploration and instruction partitioning
Input: Assembly code and source code profiling information,storage size
Output: The SPM size and the assignment of instructions into SPM
Variable PM : current partitionable storage size;
1 Build Loop-Procedure Hierarchy Graph(LPHG)
2 PM = M ;
3 while (PM > Lower Bound of Cache Size) do
4 Select the instruction blocks for loops and procedures in SubGs list;
5 Calculate the heuristic value, Vh, for all the selected instruction blocks;
6 Prune the non-important SubGs;
if !two SubGs conflict(SubGs list, PM) then




else //if there is a conflict between at least two SubGs.;
Break;
// break the while loop Update: Update SubGs list;
end
Cache size = PM , Scratch size = M - Cache Size;
Pack all the extracted instruction blocks into the determined size of SPM;
return;
7 Procedure two SubGs conflict(SubGs list, PM)if (the size of all
SubGs in the SubGs list is smaller than PM/2) then
return false
else if (size of only one graph in the SubGs list is larger than PM/2) then







in conflict, which means their sizes are larger than PM/2, further partitioning the
current partitionable storage into the SPM and the cache is likely to cause more
cache conflicts. Thus, we stop the partitioning process.
On the other hand, if none of the SubGs are in conflict, we can safely assign
PM/2 amount of storage to the SPM. Then, we select the instruction blocks from
the SubGs to fill the PM/2 amount of storage in the SPM according to the heuristic
value, Vh computed earlier. Once the SPM is filled, the list of SubGs will be updated
and the process repeats.
Apart from the detection of conflicts between SubGs, another termination crite-
ria of the algorithm is that the remaining storage for the cache should not be lower
than a threshold value, Lower Bound of Cache Size.
In the mpeg2decode example in Figure 3.3, the SubG list initially contains all
the leaf SubGs in the LPHG. From the figure, all the SubGs in dashed boxes are
in the SubGs list of the first iteration, while the SubGs in the hemispheres are in
the SubGs list of the second iteration. For mpeg2decode, the given on-chip storage
is 2048 bytes. The size of every SubG in the first iteration is less than 1024 bytes.
Thus we can partition the half the storage into the SPM. After assigning the in-
structions into the SPM, the SubGs list will be updated and the second iteration
starts. However, the algorithm terminates at the second iteration because the size
of both the SubGs (shown in the hemispheres in Figure 3.3) in the SubGs list are
larger than 512 bytes. Thus, the final memory hierarchy configuration consists of
1024 bytes of instruction cache and 1024 bytes of SPM. The instruction assignment
has been completed during the first iteration.
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3.4.3 Code transformation for SRIM
In SRIM, the application loads instructions into the SPM from the main memory
at the beginning of the execution. For simplicity, the instructions from the different
segments are merged into a large block to be load into SPM before the execution.
We have added a custom instruction, SPM load (load instruction block to SPM), to
the Nios II instruction set for this purpose. The SPM load instruction will load the
instructions immediately following it. The number of instructions to be loaded is











































Figure 3.4: Code transformation for SRIM
After identifying the instructions to be placed in the SPM, we will gather them
together to form a single instruction block to be loaded to SPM by the SPM load
instruction. The issue that needs to be solved is the preservation of the original
control flow. In order to do this, we have to insert new jump instructions and/or
delete instructions. Figure 3.4 shows an example. The instruction blocks A and C
are moved and grouped together to form a single instruction block to be loaded to
SPM. The left side of the figure shows the original source code, while the right side
is the transformed code. For instruction block A, we add a jmp A at location E. This
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is because the instruction immediately before block A is a conditional jump. Thus
there is a control flow from block E to block A. To preserve this flow, an absolute
jump has to be inserted. For block C, a jump instruction jmp D is inserted to the end
of block C to retain control flow from C to D. After grouping the instructions together
and inserting jump instruction to retain the control logic, we insert a ‘SPM_load n’
instruction used to load the merged block into the SPM, where ‘n’ specifies the
number of instructions to be loaded.
In the last step, a jump instruction is added at the entry of the program, denoted
by MAIN in Figure 3.4. This instruction subsequently causes the loading of the
instruction block into the SPM at the beginning of the execution.
3.5 Performance evaluation
3.5.1 Experimental methodology
We used the Nios II Development Kit (Stratix Edition) [2] as our development
platform. We implemented the reconfigurable memory hierarchy shown in Figure
3.2 by modifying the Nios II Verilog source code. The cache is direct-mapped,
with line size of 32 bytes. Hardware counters are added to the system to profile
the program execution statistics, such as the number of cache misses, the number
of instruction fetches, the number of issued instructions, and the total number of
cycles taken. We then synthesized the system using the QuartusII tool.
In our experiments, we used five application benchmarks from the MediaBench
and the MiBench suites. We compared the performance and the energy consumption
of executing each benchmark on two different instruction memory hierarchies: (1) a
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baseline instruction memory hierarchy with only an instruction cache, and (2) our
instruction memory hierarchy combining a smaller instruction cache and a SPM.
We execute these benchmarks and collect the performance statistics from the
hardware counters. Since we cannot measure the energy consumption directly from
the hardware platform, we model the the energy consumption using the CACTI
[99] model for 0.5 µm technology. In the calculation of the energy consumption of
our instruction memory hierarchy, we included the logic elements connecting the
instruction cache and the SPM to the Nios II processor. However, we exclude the
SPMC from the energy consumption calculation, since it is only used to load the
instructions into the SPM at the beginning of the application execution and it is
actually an optional component. We assume that the row activation and precharge
of the SDRAM consumes 20nJ, while column access consumes 26nJ [33].
3.5.2 Performance improvements and energy savings
Performance: The performance results are shown in Table 3.1. Nf (K) represents
the total number of instructions fetched (in thousands), and RSPM(%) stands for
the percentage of the number of instruction fetches from the SPM out of the total
number of instruction fetches. Texe(sec) represents the application execution time
in seconds.
From the results, the decrease in the instruction fetch miss rate for the bench-
marks studied ranges from 6.3% to 69.7%. The average improvement in the miss
rate is 33.2%. This improvement in the instruction fetch miss rate for our instruction
memory hierarchy over the baseline cache configuration comes from the mapping of
the frequently executed instructions into the SPM.
As a result of the improvement in miss rate, the execution times of the ap-
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Table 3.1: Performance results
Benchmark Configuration Nf (K) RSPM (%) miss rate(%) Texe(sec)
g721encode 2048 IC 195,124 0 3.09 6.14
512 IC+1524 SPM 196,057 82.2 1.93 5.45
Improvement − − − 37.5% 11.2%
g721decode 2048 IC 293,637 0 2.51 9.16
512 IC+1508 SPM 299,005 86.0 1.35 8.15
Improvement − − − 46.2% 11.0%
Dijkstra 256 IC 48,582 0 2.06 2.24
64 IC+192 SPM 49,789 73.2 1.93 2.24
Improvement − − − 6.3% 0.0%
Blowfish 2048 IC 25,617 0 2.21 0.85
64 IC+1984 SPM 25,621 94.6 0.67 0.74
Improvement − − − 69.7% 12.9%
mpeg2decode 2048 IC 38,532 0 1.44 1.46
1024 IC+1024 SPM 38,567 51.9 1.35 1.45
Improvement − − − 6.3% 0.7%
Avg Improv − − − 33.2% 7.2%
plications are decreased by an average of 7.18% for the benchmarks studied. The
improvement in execution time is not as impressive as the improvement in miss
rate. A possible reason is that because of the low clock frequency (50MHz) of the
hardware platform, the cache miss penalty becomes less important.
Energy consumption: The energy consumption results are shown in Table
3.2. Eic(nJ) represents the energy consumption per access to the instruction cache,
while ESPM(nJ) represents the energy consumption per access to the SPM. The
total energy consumption during the execution of the benchmark for the two in-
struction memory hierarchies are computed, as well as the reduction in the energy
consumption due to our instruction memory hierarchy.
From the results, the reduction in the energy consumption for the benchmarks
studied ranges from 8.0% to 56.9%. The average reduction in the energy consump-
tion is 30.1%. A major contribution to the energy reduction is the decrease in miss
rate since SDRAM accesses consume a lot of energy. The other factor that causes the
energy reduction is the lower energy consumption per access to the SPM compared
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Table 3.2: Energy consumption
Benchmark ConfigurationEic(nJ)Eic(nJ)ESPM (nJ) Energy(µJ) Reduction(%)
g721encode 2048 IC 1.51 − − 1,669,325
512 IC+1526 SPM − 1.33 1.12 1,089,642 34.7%
g721decode 2048 IC 1.51 − − 2,123,818
512 IC+1526 SPM − 1.33 1.12 1,264,014 40.5%
Dijkstra 256 IC 1.09 − − 281,134
64 IC+192 SPM − 1.10 0.83 258,543 8.0%
Blowfish 2048 IC 1.51 − − 161,386
64 IC+1984 SPM − 1.10 1.19 69,534 56.9%
mpeg2decode 2048 IC 1.51 − − 184,691
1024 IC+1024 SPM − 1.41 1.04 165,683 10.3%
Avg Reduct − − − − − 30.1%
to that of the cache, and most of the instruction fetches are from the SPM.
Resource usage: Two different types of resources in FPGA are used to mea-
sure the resource usage, the logic array blocks (LABs) and the block RAM of size
512 bytes (BRAM512). The data is obtained from the place-and-route report of
Quartus II. The number of LABs reported is the total amount of LABs used by
the entire platform, while the BRAMs reported are only those used by the instruc-
tion memory hierarchy. For a pure 2Kbytes instruction cache, 533 LABs and 35
BRAM512 are used, while for SRIM consisting of 1Kbytes of cache and 1Kbytes
of SPM, 555 LABs and 34 BRAM512 are used. One BRAM512 is saved by the
proposed memory hierarchy. One BRAM512 is saved because less tag storage is
needed. However, the proposed memory hieararchy consumes 22 more LABs, most
of which is consumed by the SPM controller.
3.6 Summary
The performance and energy consumption of instruction memory hierarchy is of
crucial importance for embedded systems. SPM is a very important alternative
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of cache which can be used for improving performance and reducing energy con-
sumption. The SPM parameters of previous methods are fixed and this is not
flexible as different applications have different hardware requirement. Toward this,
we proposed and designed a static reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy for
embedded systems. Given a fixed amount of on-chip storage and a specific applica-
tion, our algorithm partitions the storage into an instruction cache and a SPM, and
assigns instructions to the SPM and the cache for maximizing the performance and
reducing the energy consumption.
We believe that our approach is novel because previous work are not as flexible
in their design space exploration of the instruction memory hierarchy. Furthermore,
we have implemented the proposed instruction memory hierarchy using FPGAs
and obtained actual system performance results, instead of using simulations for
the performance evaluation. Our results show that the proposed architecture can




4.1 Motivation and related work
In the previous chapter, we propose and design a reconfigurable instruction memory
architecture. The idea is to partition the memory storage resource of the embedded
processor into an instruction cache and a scratchpad memory (SPM) [12] according
to the characteristics of the given application. By analyzing the given application,
the storage resource will be partitioned into a SPM and a cache of a certain size
to suit the application. Instructions will be assigned into the SPM statically, in
order to decrease the instruction cache miss rate as well as to reduce the energy
consumption of the overall memory hierarchy.
Traditionally, there are two main methods to improve the instruction memory
hierarchy performance. The first method is instruction layout optimization, and the
second method is the architecture exploration to determine the optimal instruction
memory hierarchy for a particular application. The basic idea of instruction layout
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optimization [75, 35, 29] is to place frequently used sections of a program next to
each other in the address space. In this way, instruction locality will be improved and
conflicts in the instruction cache will be reduced. In memory hierarchy architecture
exploration, the instruction memory hierarchy is customized for a specific application
[21, 74], and it can be statically parameterized or dynamically reconfigured according
to the characteristics and demands of the application. Our SRIM belongs to the
class of methods of architecture exploration.
Although these two methods are well established, the interaction between them
is seldom studied. System designers either perform instruction layout optimization
based on fixed memory hierarchy, or tune the memory hierarchy without consider-
ing instruction layout optimization. In this chapter, we propose a framework that
combines these two methods to further improve the performance of the instruction
memory hierarchy in embedded systems.
During the instruction partitioning process for SRIM, it is assumed that the
reduced cache can handle all of the remaining frequently executed loops that are
not placed in the SPM. However, even if the cache’s size is larger than the sizes
of the loops, the layout of the instructions may not be ideal. Some frequently
executed instructions of the loops may be mapped into the same cache line, and
cause severe cache conflicts. We can alleviate this problem by optimizing the layout
of the instructions that are to be cached.
Similarly, the instruction layout can be made more effective by tuning the in-
struction memory hierarchy. For example, if an application contains only one loop
and the cache’s size is smaller than the loop’s size, then even the optimal instruc-
tion layout optimization method cannot result in good performance. In this case, we
should allocate as much storage resource as possible to the SPM and try to relocate
the bulk of the loop in the SPM.
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To combine the instruction memory hierarchy exploration and the instruction
layout optimization effectively is non-trivial since they affect each other. Architec-
ture exploration and instruction partitioning can change the conflict relationships
between different instruction blocks. Thus, to achieve a better solution, our frame-
work considers this factor when building the instruction conflict metrics for instruc-
tion layout optimization. Furthermore, since these two methods are inter-dependent,
the phase order in which they are applied may affect the overall performance of the
instruction memory hierarchy. We will study this and other issues in this chapter.
We have developed a prototype of the framework in a compiler to perform the
memory hierarchy exploration and instruction layout optimization. Our experimen-
tal results using five benchmarks from the Mediabench and the MiBench suites show
that our framework can achieve significant performance improvements and energy
reduction over the traditional methods.
Related work Instruction layout optimization techniques have been developed to
decrease the instruction cache miss rate by changing the way instructions are laid
out in memory. Pettis and Hansen [75] used a “closest is best” strategy in which the
most frequent caller-callee pairs are placed next to each other in order to decrease
the cache conflict miss. Their method is independent of the underlying architecture.
Hashemi et al [35] took into account the cache’s size, cache line size, and the size
of the procedures to perform a coloring-based mapping of cache lines to procedures.
They reported a performance improvement over the previous architecture indepen-
dent method. Apart from considering architecture information, Gloy et al [29] also
made use of temporal ordering information that summarizes the interleaving of pro-
cedures in a program trace to perform instruction layout. They reported a further
performance improvement over the previous two methods. These three methods are
based on a fixed memory hierarchy. They do not tune the instruction memory hier-
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archy configuration to make better use of the instruction layout optimization, and
do not perform the layout optimization which considers the possibility of alternative
configurations of the memory hierarchy.
Apart from the instruction layout optimization techniques, another promising
approach is the application-specific tuning of the memory hierarchy. Several re-
searchers [80, 103, 95, 14] designed dynamically reconfigurable memory hierarchy
to meet the requirements of the applications. Others performed memory hierar-
chy exploration statically for specific applications [27, 72, 49]. Jain et al. [46] and
Huang et al. [41] proposed the integration of memory hierarchies and computation
units to improve the performance. Vander et al. [5] performed the exploration for
the instruction loop buffer configurations for specific applications and mapped the
loops into loop buffers to reduce the energy consumption. The main drawback of
all these methods is that they did not consider the instruction layout optimization
when tuning the memory hierarchy.
The main contribution of our work is that our framework combines instruction
layout optimization and memory hierarchy exploration effectively to improve the
overall instruction memory hierarchy performance. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work that combines the software optimization of instruction layout
with instruction memory hierarchy exploration, and assesses the performance impact
of combining these two approaches.
4.2 Framework design
The structure of our framework is shown in Figure 4.1. The inputs to the framework
are the given application and the storage resource budget for the instruction memory
hierarchy. The outputs are the partitioned instruction memory hierarchy for the
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application, and the transformed application with the optimized instruction layout.
The framework consists of several major steps:
Build CFG and 
profile program
Intra-Procedural instruction layout optimization
(a) Memory architecture exploration and instruction 
partitioning
 (b) Inter-procedural instruction layout optimization
Instruction memory hierarchy with 







Figure 4.1: Our integrated framework.
• Profiling the application: In this first step of the framework, we obtain the
characteristics of the application’s dynamic execution by profiling. The data
we collect include the execution counts of the edges of the control flow graphs
(CFGs) of all the procedures and the number of the procedure invocations. We
achieve this by building the CFG for each procedure and then add instructions
to instrument each basic block of a CFG. The instrumented program is then
executed to get the execution statistics.
• Intra-procedural instruction layout optimization: The goal of this step is to
optimize the instruction layout within each procedure according to the profiling
statistics obtained in the previous step.
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• Division of the storage resource and instruction partitioning: In this step, we
analyze the application’s characteristics and decide on the suitable division of
the storage resource budget into a SPM and an instruction cache. Once this
is done, we will relocate frequently executed instructions into the SPM.
• Inter-procedural instruction layout optimization: This step is to optimize the
instruction layout across the different procedures. Conflicts can be further
decreased by applying this optimization.
We have developed a prototype of the framework based on the Simplescalar tool
set consisting of a gcc-based compilation system and a simulator. First, we modi-
fied the Simplescalar simulator such that it can support our own instruction memory
hierarchy consisting of a SPM and an instruction cache. Second, we built an instruc-
tion optimization tool which performs the program profiling, inter-procedural and
inter-procedural instruction layout optimization. We adopted the memory hierarchy
exploration method proposed in our earlier work [27].
4.3 Instruction layout optimization
A major component of our framework is the instruction layout optimization tool.
The main functionalities of this tool are to profile the application, and to perform
intra-procedural and inter-procedural instruction layout optimizations. Our imple-
mentation of both the intra-procedural and inter-procedural layout optimizations
are based on existing established algorithms.
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Algorithm 2: Intra-procedural instruction layout optimization.
Input: Proc list: The list of all procedures of the application after the
intra-procedural optimization
Input: PS: the profiling statistics: PS
Output: Proc list opt: Procedure list whose procedures have been intra-
procedural optimized
1 foreach p in Proc list do
2 perform intra-procedural optimization for p using PS;
end
3 return Proc list;
4.3.1 Intra-procedural instruction layout optimization
Algorithm 2 shows our intra-procedural layout optimization. We make use of the
Top-down Positioning algorithm [75] for the intra-procedural instruction layout op-
timization, as shown in Line 2 of Algorithm 2. The algorithm first places the entry
basic block for the procedure. Then, the successor with the largest execution count
will be selected if it has not already been placed yet. If all the successors have
been placed, then the basic block with the largest connection to the already placed
basic blocks will be chosen. This algorithm continues until all the basic blocks have
been placed. Figure 4.2 shows an example of how the intra-procedural optimiza-
tion works. Figure 4.2a shows the CFG of a procedure, while Figure 4.2b shows
the original layout of the basic blocks in memory. The instruction layout after the
intra-procedural optimization is shown in Figure 4.2c.
It is useful to perform the intra-procedural optimization. First, it can improve
the instruction locality. Second, the code may become more compact due to the



































Figure 4.2: Intra-procedural layout optimization
4.3.2 Inter-procedural instruction layout optimization
Our inter-procedural layout optimization algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. We
extended the method proposed by Gloy et al [29] to perform inter-procedural instruc-
tion layout optimization. A procedure is considered to be a linear list containing
several separate traces whose last basic block has only an out edge caused by an ab-
solute jump instruction. We scan the traces sequentially, and add the scanned trace
into the dense_trace_list until we encounter a trace whose first basic block has
an execution count that is less than a factor of the execution count of the procedure.
In our work, we empirically set the value of this factor as 0.05.
Most instruction layout optimization methods require a metric to keep track of
the conflict between instruction blocks. In [75], the conflict metric is the weighted
call graph (WCG), whose nodes represent the procedures, and whose edges specify
the call relation between the procedures. The weights of the edges are the number
of the function invocations. The WCG can only summarize direct call information,
but it cannot capture the conflict between those procedures without call relations.
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Algorithm 3: Inter-procedural instruction layout optimization.
Input: Proc list: The list of all procedures of the application
Input: T : dynamic execution procedure call trace
Output: Proc list opt: a linear procedure list produced by inter-procedural in-
struction layout optimization
1 foreach p in Proc list do
2 Get size of dense part(p);
end
3 construct TRG using T ;
4 Compute popular procedures;
5 foreach p in popular procedure list do
6 Split procedure(p);
end
7 Compute the cache-relative alignments for all dense parts of popular procedures;
8 Produce the final linear list: L;
9 return L%
10 Procedure Get size of dense part()
Input: The procedure
Output: A trace list(i.e. the dense part of procedure)
Output: the size of dense part
11 Variable Num Called : number of times procedure called;
12 Variable trace list : list of all traces of procedure;
13 Variable dense trace list : list of all dense traces of procedure;
14 Variable trace count : execution count of trace’s first basic block;
15 foreach p in trace list do
if trace count of p ≥ Num Called ∗ 0.05 then
16 add p into dense trace list;
end
end
17 Procedure Compute popular procedures()
Input: TRG
Output: the list of all popular procedures
18 Variable Total Weights : sum of the weights of all the edges in TRG;
19 Variable list edges : list of all edges in TRG, list pop edges : list of popular
edges in TRG;
20 Sort list edges by decreasing order of their weights;
21 for p from head of list edges to tail of list edges do weight += weight of p;
if weight ≤ Num Called*0.99 then




23 Output the nodes(i.e. procedures) of list pop edges;
24 Procedure Split procedure(p)
Input: p: procedure to be splitted
Output: pd: dense part of procedure, and pl: loose part
25 get size of dense part(p);
26 pd = The dense trace list;
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Figure 4.3: The temporal relationship graph.
An alternative conflict metric is the temporal relationship graph (TRG) [29]. The
TRG is built dynamically and it can summarize the information on the interleaving
of procedures in a program trace. The TRG is more general than the WCG in that
the TRG can capture not only the conflicts between procedures with call relation,
but also the conflicts between procedures without call relation. An example of the
TRG is shown in Figure 4.3. Given a procedure call trace of an execution, the TRG
can be built using a FIFO queue of a certain size, denoted as Q [29]. The procedure
calls are taken one at a time from the procedure call trace and placed into Q. If
there are two instances, denoted as p1 and p2, of a certain procedure call p in Q,
then all the procedures between p1 and p2 are considered to be possibly in conflict
with p. The weights of the edges between the procedures and p in the TRG is then
incremented by one.
The size of all the procedures in Q should not exceed the size of Q, otherwise the
earliest procedures will be expelled from Q. The reason is that if such a procedure
were to be added to Q, all the cache entries have already been occupied by previous
procedures and this procedure will definitely cause cache misses no matter how the
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procedures are repositioned. The size of Q is proportional to the size of the cache.
We empirically set Q to be 1.3 times the size of the cache. As in [29], we focused on
optimizing the layout of the popular procedures.
Our algorithm differs from that of Gloy et al. in the following important ways.
First, their algorithm repositions entire procedures during optimization. In our al-
gorithm, we first split the popular procedures and then reposition only the denser
parts of the popular procedures. The reason is that cache sizes in embedded sys-
tem is generally small, thus it is necessary to compact the procedures to get better
performance. Second, Gloy et al. used a chunk size of 256 instructions when com-
puting the conflicts between two nodes of the TRG during the process of merging the
nodes of TRG. However, we only consider the entire procedure. This greater gran-
ularity makes some parts of our algorithm simpler without significantly impacting
performance.
4.4 Integrated instruction memory hierarchy de-
sign
The main drawback of traditional instruction layout optimization techniques is that
they do not tune the memory hierarchy parameters according to the characteristics
of the given application. For embedded systems, different applications might need
specific memory hierarchy configurations to meet their requirements. Thus, it is pos-
sible to improve the effectiveness of instruction layout optimization by considering
the instruction memory hierarchy exploration.
Similarly, it is not an ideal solution to perform instruction memory hierarchy
exploration solely. In particular, partitioning the storage resource into a SPM and
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an instruction cache has its own risks. After dividing the storage resource, the
cache size becomes smaller. Thus, the instructions assigned into the cache may
cause severe cache conflicts if they are not placed well. Effective instruction layout
and placement to reduce cache conflicts is especially important.
4.4.1 Instruction memory hierarchy exploration
In our previous work, we proposed an algorithm for design space exploration of the
instruction memory hierarchy in embedded systems [27]. We will summarize the key
ideas of this algorithm here. For more details, please refer to the previous chapter.
Our algorithm makes use of the Loop-Procedure Hierarchical Graph (LPHG) to
represent a program. The LPHG can capture the loops and the call relations between
the procedures in the program. We developed a heuristic to divide the given storage
resource into a SPM and a cache according to the program’s characteristics. Then,
we assign frequently executed instructions in the loops to the SPM, while attempting
to minimize the conflict misses in the cache. The goals are to decrease the instruction
cache conflict misses and to reduce the energy consumption of the overall memory
hierarchy. However, the main drawback of our previous algorithm is that it did not
consider instruction layout optimization in conjunction with instruction memory
hierarchy exploration.
4.4.2 The combined approach
Now we will discuss how we combine the instruction layout optimization (ILO) and
the memory architecture exploration (MAE) in our framework. Since these two
techniques are inter-dependent, the phase order in which they are applied can affect
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the overall performance. We consider two possible ways to apply these optimiza-
tions. In the first approach, which we named the MAE-first method, MAE will be
performed first before ILO. On the other hand, in the second approach called the
ILO-first method, ILO will be applied first and followed by MAE.
MAE-first method
Algorithm 4 shows the algorithm for the MAE-first method. The algorithm consists
of several steps. In the first step, after obtaining the profiling statistics, we perform
the intra-procedural instruction layout optimization using Algorithm 2. The benefits
are as follows. First, it improves the instruction locality, and thus reduces the
instruction cache miss. Second, it should decrease the cache conflict miss inside
a loop because the frequently executed instructions within a loop will be placed
together after the intra-procedural optimization. As a result, the loop is more likely
to fit into the cache.
In the second step, we perform the design space exploration and instruction
partitioning using the algorithm we proposed in [27]. This is because for the MAE-
first method, we perform the MAE optimization first.
In the third step, after determining the configuration of the instruction memory
hierarchy and partitioning the instruction to SPM, we recalculate the sizes of the
partitioned procedures. This step is necessary to build the TRG used for inter-
procedural optimization. After determining the memory architecture configuration
and partitioning the instructions, the sizes of the procedures actually change. This is
because for some procedures, their frequently executed instructions will be assigned
into SPM. When we build the TRG, the total size of all the procedures in the Q
will not exceed a factor of the cache size. The weights of the edges of the TRG will
be affected by the sizes of the procedures.
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Algorithm 4: Integrated memory hierarchy design : MAE-first method
Input: The given application: A, and the profiling statistics:Prof
Output: The optimized application and the instruction configuration
1 foreach procedure(denoted as p) in A do
Perform intra-procedural optimization;
end
2 Design space exploration and instruction partitioning;
3 foreach procedure(denoted as p) in A do
Get size of dense part(p);
end
4 Build TRG;
5 Recalc weight for TRG;
6 Inter-procedural optimization using the TRG;7 Pack the instructions assigned
to SPM;
8 Output the optimized application and the coupled instruction memory hi-
erarchy.
9 Procedure Recalc weight for TRG
Input: r: The list of original TRG edges
Output: s: The list of the updated weights of TRG edges
10 foreach p in r do
foreach nodes(q) of p do
if the first trace of q assigned to SPM and the trace exec count < q
exec count then





If the size of a procedure is changed, it may occupy less cache blocks in the cache,
which will tend to cause less cache conflicts with other procedures. We consider this
factor when building the TRG. If the first separate trace is completely placed into
SPM, we normalize the new partitioned procedure size as the size of the dense part of
the procedure multiplied by a normalization factor, f . We define the normalization
factor, f = min (original procedure execution count, execution count of first basic
block of next remaining trace) / original procedure execution count. In the extreme
case when the whole procedure is placed into SPM, there will not be any conflicts
with other procedures. Such a procedure will not be put into Q during the process
of building the TRG.
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The fourth step is to build the TRG after partitioning the important instructions
to SPM by considering the changes to the procedures’ sizes. Figure 4.3 shows an
example how to build the TRG after the instruction partitioning. The dynamic
procedure execution trace is shown at the top of the figure, while the procedure size
and cache size are shown at the bottom. Figure 4.3a is the TRG before instruction
partitioning. Suppose that 2,000 bytes of storage resource is divided equally into
SPM and cache, the whole procedure Z and 600 bytes of Y are placed into SPM. The
procedure Z will not conflict with other procedures. Then, there is no edge between
M and Z in the TRG of Figure 4.3b. Note that even if they are interleaved, there is
no edge between X and Y in Figure 4.3b since the size of Y is larger than the Q size
(set at 1.3 × cache size). The X and Y will always be in conflict no matter how we
reposition them because Y (1,200bytes) is larger than the cache size (1,000bytes).
Thus the weight between them should be 0, indicating the lowest importance during
the layout optimization.
Once the TRG is obtained from the previous step, we need to recalculate the
weights of the edges in the case that the first separate trace of the nodes of those
edges have been partitioned into SPM. We change the weights of those edges by
applying: weight = f ×weight. The reason is that after partitioning the frequently
executed instructions of one procedure into SPM, it is less likely to cause cache
conflicts with other procedures. So we decrease the weight to reflect this.
The final step is to perform the inter-procedural instruction layout optimization
using the obtained TRG. This step is the same as described in Algorithm 3. The gap
between the popular procedures are filled using non-popular procedures or the non-
dense parts of the popular procedures. The output is a linear procedure list where
all the procedures are properly placed and mapped into suitable cache addresses to
minimize the cache conflicts.
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ILO-first method
Unlike the MAE-first method, the ILO-first method first performs the instruction
layout optimization and then does the memory architecture exploration and instruc-
tion partitioning. In Figure 1, this refers to the exchanging of the order of (a) and
(b). Using the assembly code of the given application and the full given cache size,
the instruction layout will be optimized by the method described in Section 4. After
that, we will decide the instruction memory configuration and partition the instruc-
tions. To maintain the instruction layout during the instruction partitioning, we




We used the Simplescalar/PISA 3.0d simulation infrastructure [19] for our experi-
ments. The most full-feature simulator in the suite, sim-outorder, was modified to
support our instruction memory hierarchy consisting of SPM and cache. In our ear-
lier work in which we used the Nios-II, we had used a cache line size of 32 bytes [27].
For this work, we used a direct mapped cache with cache line size of 64 bytes cor-
responding. This was necessary because the instruction size of Simplescalar/PISA
is 8 bytes while that of the Nios-II is 4 bytes. Because 4 bytes of the 8 byte Sim-
plescalar/PISA instruction is meant for user annotation and is therefore not part of
the ISA, effectively all sizes of the SPM and caches reported below should be halved.
The instruction hierarchy consists only of the L1 instruction cache (with or without
the SPM) and main memory. Main memory is assumed pipelined. The latency
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of the first access to the main memory is 10 cycles, while that of the subsequent
accesses is 1 cycles. File I/O operations in the benchmarks were excluded from the
execution statistics.
Our tool takes Simplescalar/PISA assembly files as input, reconstructs the CFG,
instruments the code for profiling as well as performs layout optimization.
In our experiments, we used five application benchmarks from the MediaBench [61]
and the MiBench [32] suites. We compared the performance and the energy con-
sumption of executing each benchmark under three scenarios: (1) baseline: neither
instruction layout optimization nor memory hierarchy exploration is performed; (2)
ILO-only: the memory hierarchy only consists of instruction cache and the instruc-
tion layout of the application is optimized; (3) ILO-first: assuming that all the mem-
ory budget goes to the cache during the layout optimization phase before MAE; and
(4) MAE-first. The missing scenario of ‘MAE-only’ has been evaluated in our earlier
work [27].
We modeled energy consumption using the CACTI [99] model for 0.5µm tech-
nology. For the calculation of energy consumption, we included the logic elements
connecting the instruction cache and the SPM to the processor. However, we ex-
cluded the part of the SPM controller that statically loads instructions into the SPM
from the energy consumption calculation.
4.5.2 Performance improvements and energy savings
Table 4.1 shows the custom instruction memory hierarchy parameters for the various
benchmarks as determined by our framework. “mem budgets” means the on-chip
storage resource size for the instruction memory hierarchy. For each memory archi-
tecture configuration, the number with suffix ‘C’ stands for the instruction cache
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Table 4.1: Application-specific memory configurations.
size, while the number with suffix ‘S’ represents the SPM size. All sizes are in bytes.
We have deliberately chosen the budget so that it is insufficient to hold the entire
working set, especially of the frequently executed parts, of the benchmarks.
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Figure 4.4: Instruction miss rates.
The miss rate for the third and fourth column is the instruction fetch misses in
both cache and SPM divided by the total number of instruction fetches. As shown
in the table, instruction layout optimization does quite well. Just by applying it, the
miss rate was reduced by 10.8% to 53.7% with the average being 30.2%. The details
are shown in Table 4.2. For ILO-first, the miss rate reduction ranges from 1.3%
to 73.1%, with average value of 43.2%. These results show that combining the two
optimizations bears significant fruits. By performing MAE-first, the average miss
rate reduction is 49.7% with the actual miss rates ranging from 22.2% to 84.2%.
This is better than the previous two methods.
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These results demonstrate that combining the memory hierarchy exploration
with instruction layout optimization can significantly reduce the instruction miss
rate which in turn improves performance. The exception is mpeg2decode in which
applying layout optimization alone produced lower miss rate than that of the inte-
grated method. One possible reason is that instruction layout optimization has al-
ready effectively prevented a significant amount of instruction cache conflict misses.
One effect of storage partitioning is that the remaining instructions not assigned
to the SPM may experience a higher miss rate since the cache is reduced after
partitioning. The heuristic algorithm tries to divide the storage resource when it
estimates that the cache misses caused by dividing the resource is not increased too
significantly. Since the SPM consumes less energy than cache, it may be profitable
to relocate frequently instructions to SPM even if it means a slightly higher cache
miss rate for the other instructions.
For g721-decode, ILO-first performed better than MAE-first. We investigated
this further. We doubled the cache size by first doubling the number of sets, and
next, keeping the number of sets the same as before, doubled the size of cache lines.
For the former ILO-first continued to do better than MAE-first. However, for the
latter, MAE-first did better. In fact, when we increased the cache line size to four
times that of the original (i.e., 256 bytes), the miss rate for MAE-first was only
60% (87% in terms of overall execution cycles) that of ILO-first. We believe this is
evident that MAE-first leads to a better spatial locality in the final code. However,
miss rate reduction(%) exe cycle reduction(%) energy reduction(%)
ILO-only ILO-first MAE-first ILO-only ILO-first MAE-first ILO-only ILO-first MAE-first
dijkstra 12.4 1.30 22.2 4 -1 7 7 1 19
g721encode 34.4 73.1 74.1 21 42 43 30 66 67
g721decode 53.7 85.2 84.2 31 54 47 45 75 74
mpeg2decode 39.8 28.6 37.6 17 12 16 31 26 34
pegwitencode 10.8 27.6 30.3 5 10 10 10 25 27
Average imprv 30.2 43.2 49.7 15.6 23.4 24.6 24.6 38.6 44.2
Table 4.2: Miss rate, execution cycle, and energy consumption improvements.
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for the work reported here, we did not consider the cache line size as a parameter
for exploration.
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Figure 4.5: Normalized execution cycles.
As a result of the improvement in miss rate, the execution cycle counts of the
applications are also decreased accordingly. As shown in Figure 4.5, the ILO-only
method achieves an average of 15.6% reduction for the benchmarks studied, while
ILO-first and MAE-first obtain an average of 23.4% and 24.6% respectively. Again
the MAE method performs marginally better compared to the other methods.
Energy consumption: The normalized energy consumption results are shown
in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Normalized energy consumption.
From Figure 4.6, the ILO-only method can reduced the energy consumption
for the benchmarks with an average reduction of 24.6% ranging from 7% to 45%
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over the baseline. For ILO-first method, the average energy reduction is 38.6% with
the actual savings ranging from 1% to 75%. The MAE-first method achieved an
average energy reduction of 44.2%, with the actual savings ranging from 19% to
74%. The results shows that the MAE-first method yielded a better energy saving
than the ILO-only method. Interestingly, for the mpeg2decode benchmark, the
MAE method achieved more energy savings over the ILO-only method, despite a
marginally worse off miss rate. The SPM consume less energy, thus relocating the
frequently executed instructions into SPM more than offset the slight increase in
the dynamic cache power caused by the higher miss rate.
4.6 Summary
There are two main methods to improve the instruction memory hierarchy perfor-
mance. The first method is instruction layout optimization, and the second method
is the architecture exploration to determine the optimal instruction memory hier-
archy for a particular application. Previous work does not study the interaction
between these two. We present SRIM that belongs to the latter in the previous
chapter without considering combination of SRIM and instruction layout optimiza-
tion.
In this chapter, we have developed a framework that combines instruction lay-
out optimization and memory hierarchy exploration for embedded processors with
two methods of integrating them, namely ILO-first and MAE-first. Given a spe-
cific application and a fixed amount of on-chip storage resource for the instruction
memory hierarchy, our framework performs instruction layout optimization and in-
struction memory hierarchy exploration jointly to produce the global optimal result
for maximizing the performance and minimizing overall energy consumption.
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We believe ours is the first approach that considers both instruction layout op-
timization and memory hierarchy design space exploration in an integrated manner.
Experimental results show that our proposed framework can achieve significant per-





5.1 Motivation and related work
In previous chapters, we introduced a static reconfigurable instruction memory hi-
erarchy design, SRIM, to improve performance and save energy. By applying SRIM,
the given resource budget could be better used for an given application. The con-
figuration of SRIM is determined according to the needs and characteristics of the
application level. The static scheme is suitable those systems which run a single
application and different phases of the execution of the application require similar
memory configurations. If there are multiple applications and multiple phases with
various features within an application, the static scheme will become inflexible to
meet the requirements for different memory configurations from the applications
and phases.
In order to meet the above requirements, we propose a novel dynamic recon-
figurable instruction memory hierarchy (DRIM) [28] for embedded systems. Our
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proposed architecture consists of four banks of storage, each of which can be dy-

































Figure 5.1: Reconfiguring memory at runtime.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the idea of how the DRIM architecture works. Differences
between applications as well as between phases of execution within an application
can best be exploited if the memory hierarchy can be reconfigured. In the configu-
ration of DRIM that we designed and studied, we reconfigured four banks of storage
dynamically as cache or SPM according to the needs of different applications and
phases.
To support DRIM, we will also describe an algorithm that supports the dynamic
reconfiguration of DRIM and the selection and allocation of code to be executed from
the scratchpad memory. Our experimental results using six benchmarks from the
Mediabench and the MiBench suites show that our framework can achieve significant
energy savings.
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Related work Several approaches have been proposed for the reduction of energy
consumption in caches. First, there were proposals for customizable and reconfig-
urable caches that adapt to the characteristics of a specific application. Cache banks
are shut down and the cache associativity is reconfigured when necessary in order
to decrease energy consumption [103, 6].
Some other researchers have studied the use of SPM in the instruction memory
hierarchy, with the aim of saving energy in embedded systems. Instruction may
be statically mapped into a given instruction memory hierarchy consisting of only
of SPM or a mixture of cache and SPM [97, 8]. Algorithms to statically partition
instructions for a SPM of a given size (with or without the presence of a cache)
have been proposed. However, these works do not consider dynamic instruction
replacement and the possibility of changing hardware configurations. Such schemes
suffer from a lack of flexibility and the SPM is not efficiently used.
Dynamic instruction replacement to improve the utilization of SPM has also
been studied [93, 47, 81]. Different instruction blocks may occupy and reuse the
same SPM entries to improve the SPM’s efficiency. Significantly greater energy
savings can be achieved over the static methods. However, the above works did not
consider tuning the architecture parameters for different applications. Several other
researchers studied the problem of design space exploration so as to find the best
memory hierarchy parameters for a given application. Vander et al. [5] performed
the exploration for optimal configurations of the instruction loop buffer given an
application, and mapped selected loops into these loop buffers so as to reduce the
energy consumption.
The existing work on instruction SPM can be classified into three categories: (i)
static architecture with static mapping, (ii) static architecture with some dynamic
replacement strategies, and (iii) static architecture exploration with static mapping.
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None of these considered the dynamic tuning architectural parameters. Kondo et
al [60] proposed a dynamic reconfigurable data memory hierarchy consisting of SPM
and cache. However, they did not consider the instruction memory hierarchy. The
main contributions of our work are as follows:
1. We propose a new dynamic reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy (DRIM),
which enables more flexible use of a SPM than previous methods. It can be
reconfigured for different applications instead of being tuned just for a particu-
lar program. Furthermore, DRIM can be reconfigured for the different phases
of execution of an application, so as to minimize the energy consumption of
each phase.
2. We developed a compilation strategy to support this reconfiguration memory
hierarchy.
To the best of our knowledge, dynamic reconfiguration of SPM for instruction mem-
ory hierarchy has yet to be studied.
5.2 DRIM architecture
Differences between applications as well as between phases of execution within an
application can best be exploited if the memory hierarchy can be reconfigured. Fig-
ure 5.1 illustrates the idea of how the DRIM architecture works. In the configuration
of DRIM that we designed and studied, we reconfigured four banks of storage dy-
namically as cache or SPM.
The architecture of DRIM is shown in Figure 5.2. It consists of the tag logic,
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Figure 5.2: DRIM architecture.
based on a four way associative cache architecture. One important difference is that
tag and data access is controlled by the SPM control logic and a control register
known as CTR_Reg. In Figure 5.2, the CTR_Reg is collectively the four bits, c1, to c4.
These four bits determine the configuration of DRIM. Each bit is associated with
one bank of tag and data storage. If the bit is one, the corresponding data bank
will be configured as a SPM. Also, the tag bank will be gated, thereby decreasing
its activity, which in turns results in energy savings. The value of the CTR_Reg is
manipulated by the processor.
The address lookup functional unit (ALFU) determines whether an instruction
is residing in the SPM or not. It consists of two address registers and two parallel
comparators. The two registers, ub_reg and lb_reg, hold the upperbound and
the lowerbound addresses for the instruction block that is to reside in the SPM,
respectively. If the address of an instruction to be fetched falls within the range of
these two registers, then it is in the SPM and the ALFU will generate the SPM_hit
signal. This signal controls the selection and gating of the tag and the data banks.
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In the DRIM design presented here, there is only one pair of ub_reg and lb_reg.
As a result, only one block of instructions may reside in the SPM banks at any one
time.
The SPM controller performs the loading of instructions from main memory into
the SPM, as well as the updating of the upperbound and lowerbound registers.
The tag and data banks are selected or gated according to the value of CTR_Reg.
The address of the instructions in SPM will determine which SPM bank should be
accessed. For each tag array ti, the gate signal is rti:
rti = ∼SPM_hit ∧ ∼ ci = ∼ (SPM_hit ∨ ci)
In other words, all the tag banks will be gated and de-activated if SPM_hit is as-
serted. A de-asserted SPM_hit implies that the instruction to be fetched is not in
the SPM. In that case, only the tags corresponding to the banks configured as cache,
i.e., those whose ci is true, will be searched.
For data array i, the corresponding gate signal, rdi is:
rdi = (∼SPM_hit ∧ ∼ ci) ∨ (SPM_hit ∧ Di)
where Di is the data bank selection signal. If an instruction is not in SPM, i.e.
SPM_hit is false, the data array of the storage banks configured as cache will be
accessed. Otherwise, i.e. if SPM_hit is true, the SPM bank containing the instruction
will be selected by Di. The following simple example illustrates how Di can be
computed: Suppose all four data banks are configured as SPM and the size of each
data bank is 256 bytes. In this case, bank 1, 2, 3, and 4 will hold instructions for
which the last 10 bits of the addresses are in the range 0x000 to 0x0FF, 0x100 to
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0x1FF, 0x200 to 0x2FF, and 0x300 to 0x3FF, respectively. Clearly, the two most
significant bits can then be used as the bank selection signal Di. The remaining
eight bits can be used as the address supplied to the data banks.
5.3 Compiler framework
DRIM requires the compiler’s support to realise its dynamic reconfiguration. The
compiler also has to insert instructions into an application in order to dynamically
load selected instructions into the SPM. We have developed a compiler framework
that performs these functions.
5.3.1 Compilation flow
The structure of our compilation flow is shown in Figure 5.3. The inputs are the
given application and the storage resource budget for the instruction memory hierar-
chy. The outputs are the partitioning decision for the instruction memory hierarchy
custom-made for the application, and the transformed application with an optimized
instruction layout. The framework consists of several steps:
• Profiling the application: First, profiling is used to obtain the runtime char-
acteristics of the application. The information collected include the execution
counts of the edges of the control flow graphs (CFGs) of all the procedures and
the number of the procedure invocations. This is done by building a CFG for
each procedure, and then adding instructions to instrument each basic block
of a CFG. The instrumented program is executed to get the required execution
statistics.
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Build CFG and profile program
Intra-Procedural instruction layout optimization
Build LPHG, determine the dynamic
reconfigurations and partition instructions
Transformed Program
C program C compiler
Assembly files
Group instructions assigned to SPM, and insert the
reconfiguration and trace loading instructions
Figure 5.3: Design flow
• Intra-procedural instruction layout optimization: The goal of this step is to
optimize the instruction layout within each procedure according to the profiling
statistics obtained in the previous step. We used the Top-down Positioning
algorithm proposed by Pettis and Hansen [75] to perform intra-procedural
layout optimization. This step brings the frequently executed basic blocks
together to make it easier to extract a frequently executed trace.
• Determining the reconfiguration and partitioning instructions to SPM: In this
step, the application’s runtime profile is analyzed so as to determine the suit-
able points to reconfigure DRIM and the corresponding configurations. At the
same time, the instructions blocks are partitioned to the dynamically config-
ured SPM banks.
• Grouping partitioned instruction blocks, and inserting reconfiguration and trace
load instructions: After the preceding step, the architectural configurations for
different phases are determined and the instructions are partitioned to SPM
banks. At this step, we generate code chunks namely traces by taking out and
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grouping the instruction blocks assigned to SPM. Then, the instructions for
architecture reconfiguration and trace loading are inserted into the application.
All the instructions in an trace are contiguous and the whole trace will be
loaded into SPM in case a loading happens. The jump instructions might
need to be added to maintain the control flow relations between basic blocks.
We evaluate the proposed framework using the Simplescalar tool set [19]. The
Simplescalar simulator was extended to support DRIM. We also built an instruction
optimization tool which performs the program profiling and the intra-procedural
instruction layout optimization.
5.3.2 Dynamic reconfigurations and instruction replacement
This section describes the second innovation of this work other than the DRIM
architecture, namely an algorithm to decide where and when to reconfigure DRIM as
well as deciding which instructions should go into the SPM. The reconfiguration and
the instruction allocation are determined by the phaseal behavior of the execution
of an application. Our proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5. The algorithm
uses the Loop-Procedure Hierarchy Graph (LPHG) [64] to represent a program. The
LPHG captures all the loops, and procedure calls of an application as well as their
relations. In order to estimate the cache misses for loops, the sizes of loops in LPHG
are computed (line 2 of Algorithm 5).
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Algorithm 5: Algorithm for determining dynamic reconfiguration and SPM
instruction load points
Input: Proc list: Procedure list whose procedures have been intra-
procedural optimized
Output: Basic block list: list of instruction blocks of basic blocks assigned
to SPM
Variable list loops : the list of loops;
Variable list child loops : the list of loops;
1 Build Loop-Procedure Hierarchy Graph(LPHG);
2 Get sizes of all loops();
3 list loops←− all leaf loops;
4 foreach loop l in list loops do
if ((l is leaf loop) && (#iteration of l ≥ Thresh hold)) then
Annotate reconfig point and instrs partitioned(l);
5 else if l is non-leaf loop then
6 list child loops←− all child loops of l;
7 #banks occcupied = # of banks configured as SPM for loops in
list child loops;
8 #free banks = #total banks - #banks occcupied;
9 #SPM banks = evaluateConflict(#free banks, child loops of l ∪
l);
10 if (#SPM banks !=0) then
11 Instr alloc(list child loops ∪ l, SPM);
12 Update reconfig point(l);
end
end
13 if (!list loops.contain(parent of(l))) then




15 Hoist reconfig position();
16 Insert reconfig and code loading instructions();
17 return Proc list;
We assume that most of the energy consumed by instruction fetching as well
as most of the instruction cache conflicts occurs inside loops. The intuition is that
if the number of loop iteration are large enough to outweigh the overhead of the
reconfiguration and trace loading, then the loop should be placed into the SPM. If
the loop is too big to fit into the SPM, then the cache is used to buffer the rest of
it.
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In a LPHG, the deeper a loop is, the higher is its execution frequency. The
algorithm therefore starts from the leaf loops and work toward their parent loops. If
the number of the loop iterations is larger than a threshold value, the energy savings
obtained from the usage of SPM will overweigh the overhead of reconfiguring DRIM.
It is then beneficial to reconfigure the data storage banks into SPM and use it. For





















Figure 5.4: Example of loop allocation.
After a loop is examined, its parent loop will be added to list loops (line 14).
The algorithm may at some later point examine it for more opportunities for recon-
figuration. The algorithm therefore proceed one level at a time from leaves up to the
root. If a loop is an internal node (line 5), then the algorithm will evaluate whether
it is beneficial to allocate more SPM space from the free storage banks (line 9). The
evaluation function we used is conservative and simple. If the reduction in cache
size caused by the allocation of more space to SPM does not severely increase the
instruction miss rate, then it is considered beneficial. The evaluation function takes
the number of free storage banks for reconfiguration and the current loop as input.
It returns the maximal number of additional SPM banks (#SPM banks) which can
yield beneficial results.
Figure 5.4 is a example of how the algorithm evaluates conflicts and partitions
the instructions. The left part of Figure 5.4 is a sample loop represented in LPHG,
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while the right are the four banks storage resource available. The algorithm first
try to configure one bank as SPM and allocate it to loop E. Each of the left three
child loops (i.e. B, C, D) can fit into the remaining three storage banks, i.e. there
will not be any conflict. So, the algorithm will try to configure one more banks as
SPM and move loop D, the loop with the next highest execution frequency, to it.
Now, B and C, taken together, is smaller than the size of the two storage banks, and
thus it is safe to take this configuration. If one more bank is configured as SPM,
then there will only be one bank left to buffer the remaining loop and other code.
It is therefore not beneficial to configure banks as SPM any more since severe cache
conflicts will be caused with one of the loops.
The instruction allocation function allocates the frequently executed instructions
inside the loop to the allocated SPM (line 11). The instruction allocation function
considers two factors. The first is the size of the loop. If it is larger than the
size of the allocated SPM, then as many instructions as possible of the loop will
be allocated to the SPM. The second consideration is the execution frequency of
instructions. The most frequently executed instructions will be allocated to the
SPM.
After instruction allocation, all reconfiguration points inserted in the child loops
by the previous iteration will be deleted and a new reconfiguration point is added to
the entry of the loop (line 12). This is because before a SPM_load instruction loads
a block of code, the child loop should not load another instruction block. There can
only be one block of instructions residing in the SPM. The instructions loaded to
SPM are frequently executed. Therefore care must be taken to avoid overlapping
loops in the SPM.
Once all the loops are traversed and the reconfiguration positions and instruc-
tions assigned to SPM have been decided, the instructions for reconfiguration and
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A: // parent loop
…







T: SPM_load B, n+1
jump U












T: SPM_load B, n+1
jump U


















Figure 5.5: Code transformation for reconfiguration.
instruction loading are inserted. There is an important optimization that can be
applied. The number of reconfigurations can be reduced by hoisting the reconfigura-
tion point from inner loop to outer loop (line 15). If a loop does not have any sibling
loops, the reconfiguration at its entry can be hoisted out to its parent loop. An ex-
ample of this code transformation is shown in Figure 5.5. The SPM_load instruction
loads a block of code into the SPM as well as set up the bound registers.
The last step in the algorithm (line 16), is to group all the instructions allocated
to the SPM for each reconfiguration and insert the instructions used for reconfiguring
the DRIM as well as loading the instruction blocks to SPM after each reconfiguration
yielding the final transformed program.
5.4 Experimental evaluation
5.4.1 Experimental methodology
We used the Simplescalar/PISA 3.0d simulator [19] for our experiments. The full-
featured simulator in the suite, sim-outorder, was modified to support DRIM. The
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cache line modeled in the simulator is 64 bytes, corresponding to 32 bytes in 4-
byte instruction systems. The instruction memory hierarchy consists only of the L1
instruction buffer (i.e. DRIM) and the main memory. Our DRIM implementation
has four banks of data storage, each of size 256 bytes. The latency of accessing
DRIM is 1 cycle. The main memory is assumed to be pipelined. The latency of the
first access to the main memory is 10 cycles, while that of the subsequent accesses
is 2 cycles.
In our experiments, we used six application benchmarks from the MediaBench [61]
and MiBench [32] suites. We compared the energy consumption and performance of
executing each benchmark on two different architectures: (1) a baseline system com-
prising of a traditional 4-way associative instruction cache and (2) a DRIM based
system.
We modeled the energy consumption of the memory hierarchy using the CACTI [99]
model for 0.13µm technology. For the calculation of the energy consumption of
DRIM, we included the logic elements that perform address checking and control
the SPM. The energy consumption of loading a trace into the SPM is modeled as
the number of SDRAM burst accesses up to the size of the trace. The dynamic en-
ergy consumption per access of different architectures is shown in Table 5.1. ‘1way’,
‘2way’, ‘3way’ and ‘4way’ represents the energy consumption of the cache portion
when DRIM is configured as a combination of 1, 2, 3, or 4 banks cache and the SPM
respectively. ‘SPM’ is the per access energy consumption for the SPM in DRIM.
This is the sum of the energy consumption for one data bank of the 4-way associa-
tive cache and the energy overhead for accessing the SPM. The energy consumed
by each burst access of SDRAM is 32.5 nJ [90].
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DRIM
base cache 1way 2way 3way 4way SPM SDRAM
0.538 0.152 0.283 0.413 0.544 0.133 32.5
Table 5.1: Per access energy consumption (in nJ).
5.4.2 Performance improvements and energy savings
Performance: The performance results are shown in Table 5.2. Compared to the
baseline cache configuration, the decrease in the instruction cache miss rate pro-
vided by DRIM ranges from 0% to 40.7% for the benchmarks studied. The average
improvement in the miss rate is 15.6%. This improvement comes from reconfiguring
some storage banks to SPM and the mapping of the frequently executed instructions
into the SPM for important loops. For the benchmarks mpeg2-dec and mpeg2-enc,
there is no improvement on the miss rate because they are dominated by small size
loops with very large number of iterations. Such benchmarks performs well on a
pure cache architecture. As a result of the improvement in miss rates, the execution
times of the applications are decreased by an average of 10.2%.
miss rate(%) execution cycles(K)
Benchmark baseline DRIM Imprv baseline DRIM imprv(%)
gsm-dec 0.42 0.40 4.8 7,617 7,603 0.2
gsm-enc 6.10 3.62 40.7 70,076 47,633 32.0
g721-enc 3.09 2.43 21.4 381,509 331,266 13.2
susan-edge 2.76 2.03 26.4 2,346 1,962 16.4
mpeg2-dec 1.36 1.36 0.0 27,329 27,427 -0.4
mpeg2-enc 0.11 0.11 0.0 836,006 836,121 -0.0
average - - 15.6 - - 10.2
Table 5.2: Miss rate and performance
Energy consumption: The total energy consumption of the two instruction mem-
ory hierarchies are shown in Table 5.3. Compared to the baseline cache cofiguration,
the reduction in the energy consumption provided by DRIM ranges from 14.3% to
65.2% for the benchmarks studied. The average reduction in the energy consumption
is 41%.
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gsm-dec gsm-enc g721-enc susan-edge mpeg2-dec mpeg2-enc
baseline(mJ) 8.39 98.34 558.52 3.27 37.39 1,019.7
DRIM(mJ) 4.60 53.84 336.3 2.08 32.04 354.75
improv(%) 45.2 45.2 39.8 36.5 14.3 65.2
Table 5.3: Energy consumption.
There are two major reasons for the reduction in energy consumption. First,
the instruction cache miss rate has improved. The per access energy consumption of
SDRAM is much higher than that of the cache and SPM. Thus, fewer cache misses
will translate to energy savings. Second, the per access energy consumption of the
SPM is lower than that of the cache. By configuring one or more instruction storage
buffer as SPM and loading the frequently executed instructions into them during
the program execution, significant energy savings can be obtained. For example,
although there were no miss rate reduction for mpeg2-dec and mpeg2-enc (as shown
in Table 5.2), there is actually energy savings. mpeg2-enc has a higher energy
reduction than mpeg2-dec since its miss rate is very low and the energy consumption
is dominated by on-chip instruction buffer accesses. By reconfiguring on-chip storage
buffer banks as SPM, the total energy consumption is decreased significantly.
5.5 Summary
In previous chapters, we introduced static reconfigurable instruction memory hi-
erarchy to customize the architectural parameters for specific applications in the
aim of achieving performance and energy improvement. The drawback of the static
method is that the architectural parameters cannot be changed during runtime for
different phases of an execution. In this chapter, we presented a low power dy-
namically reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy, called DRIM, for embedded
systems. The on-chip instruction storage banks can be reconfigured as SPM or cache
for different applications as well as different phases of the application’s execution.
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We also developed a compilation flow to support DRIM. Our experimental results
showed significant energy savings as well as satisfactory performance improvement.





6.1 Motivation and related work
In the previous chapter, we present a dynamic reconfigurable instruction memory
hierarchy namely DRIM for energy reduction. The storage banks of DRIM can be
reconfigured as SPM in order to decrease energy consumption. Apart from DRIM,
several other reconfigurable memory architectures have been proposed to reduce the
energy consumption of caches in embedded processors. For example, application-
specific cache customizations allow the cache configuration parameters, such as as-
sociativity, line size, cache size, to be adapted to specific applications and/or their
execution phases [6, 103]. Among them, shutting down idle cache banks is one of
the most popular methods to reduce the energy consumption. However, the ca-
pacity of the idle cache banks is wasted. Is there any way to make use of this
idle storage resource for further energy savings over the resource disabling? Our
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answer is affirmative. We observe that operating an idle cache bank I at reduced
voltage/frequency level along with an active bank A can potentially achieve bet-
ter energy savings compared to shutting down I and operating A in normal mode.
The key to maintain the performance is to pipeline and synchronize the accesses
to these two banks through the appropriate instruction memory layout. Moreover,
static analysis should determine appropriate program phases where one can achieve
significant energy savings with minimal performance overhead by switching to low
power mode. Towards this, we propose a novel DVS-based pipelined reconfigurable
instruction memory hierarchy called PRIM to take advantage of unused resource to
save more energy.
Several approaches have been proposed to reduce the energy consumption of
caches in embedded processors. For example, application-specific cache customiza-
tions allow the cache configuration parameters, such as associativity, line size, cache
size, to be adapted to specific applications and/or their execution phases [6, 103, 28].
Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) [23] is another effective technique for power reduc-
tion where the supply voltage and clock frequency are dynamically adjusted in ac-
cordance to the need of the application. DVS leads to significant energy savings as
the dynamic power (which dominates total power) of CMOS circuits is proportional
to the square of the supply voltage and varies linearly with clock frequency.
Researchers have shown that most applications have multiple phases with vary-
ing resource requirements [86]. Resources that are under-utilized at a certain phase
of an application can be exploited to further save energy consumption. The different
approaches to save energy through exploitation of under-utilized resources can be
broadly classified into two categories. The first class of approaches are reactive in na-
ture in that they use DVS to slow down or completely shut down a resource when it
becomes under-utilized. The second category of approaches predict the resource uti-
lization and employ DVS to exploit the idle capacity of the under-utilized resources
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in order to save energy while maintaining performance. Proposals for each of these
two methods have been made for computational units [63, 11, 40]. For example,
Chandrakasan and Brodersen [23] proposed an aggressive technique that replicates
a logic block number of times with each instance operating at a lower supply voltage
and frequency. In the context of memory hierarchies, most of the previously pro-
posed techniques belong to first category of reactive approaches. Examples include
selective cache ways [6], drowsy cache [56] and cache decay [51] mechanism that
either disable the functioning of under-utilized memory resource to save energy.
This chapter presents for the first time a predictive DVS-based energy savings
technique in memory hierarchy design. We propose a novel pipelined reconfigurable
instruction memory hierarchy (PRIM) for power constrained embedded processors.
Our canonical example of PRIM consists of an instruction cache with four banks
for data storage, where two banks can be dynamically reconfigured to DVS mode.
In DVS mode, the supply voltage and frequency of the two banks are deceased and
the two banks become a low power buffer pair. Moreover, the low-voltage banks are
operated as scratchpad memory that are explicitly controlled through software. In
particular, frequently executed instructions are loaded and locked into the two DVS
banks. Finally, instruction throughput is maintained by pipelining and alternating
the instruction fetches between these two banks. We also developed a profile-driven
algorithm that can analyze the application and insert appropriate cache reconfigu-
ration points to support PRIM architecture. Our experimental results confirm that
PRIM can achieve significant energy reduction for popular embedded benchmarks
with minimal performance overhead. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that proposes taking advantage of under-utilized storage resources to obtain
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of cache energy savings techniques.
Motivating Example Let us illustrate the intuition behind PRIM and its ad-
vantage over existing cache energy savings techniques with a motivating example.
Consider the execution of a small loop containing only two instructions from a 2-way
set associative cache for 10 iterations. For simplicity of exposition, let us assume
that each cache block contains only one instruction. Finally, both the instructions
are assumed to be present in the same cache bank (way/column). Figure 6.1 shows
a comparison among the different schemes based on (a) total cycles for instruction
fetch (Cyc), (b) instruction fetch throughput (Thr), (c) power (P) and (d) total en-
ergy consumption (En) for one complete execution of the loop. We assume 1-cycle
cache latency in normal mode and 2-cycle cache latency in DVS mode (as DVS
mode runs at half the frequency). The dynamic power of each normal cache bank
is p = CV 2f .
In normal mode, it will take 20 cycles to fetch 20 instructions with a throughput
of 1 instruction/cycle. As the normal cache has two banks, power P = 2p and energy
En = 2p×20. In the selective-way cache, Bank2 is switched off as all the accesses go
to Bank1. So th selective-way scheme can achieve 50% power and energy reduction
compared to normal cache without sacrificing performance.
A more aggressive technique applies DVS to both the cache banks. The power






. However, as frequency
is halved, the instruction fetch latency increases to 2 cycles and throughput drops
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to 50% of the normal cache. The overall energy consumption of DVS scheme is
40× (p
4
), which is 50% savings compared to selective-way cache. To save additional
power, the unused bank can be switched off in DVS mode as well leading to DVS
selective way cache. Clearly, DVS selective way has the same performance as DVS
scheme but reduces energy consumption further by 50%.
The main drawback of DVS or DVS selective way caching is that instruction
throughput is affected adversely. This leads to poor IPC (instructions per cycle)
in the processor and hence worse performance. Our key observation is that in
DVS mode, one cache bank is not utilized and it either sits idle or gets switched
off. Instead, we exploit this under utilized bank to maintain instruction throughput
comparable to the normal cache in PRIM. Instead of powering down one cache bank
for this loop, PRIM (a) distributes the instructions to the two cache banks and (b)
powers up both the cache banks in DVS mode. We then propose the use of pipelined
instruction fetches to hide the latency introduced by DVS thereby achieving the one
instruction fetched per cycle throughput of the normal cache. An example of this
pipelined access is shown below.
Cycle : C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 ...
Bank1 : i1 i1 i1 ...
Bank2 : i2 i2 i2 ...
Clearly, the throughput of 1 instruction per cycle is sustained. However, an
accurate next instruction address prediction scheme needs to be in place in order
for this to succeed.
In summary, PRIM has the same power consumption as the DVS scheme. How-
ever, the careful overlapping of accesses to the two banks reduces the total cycles
requirement to 21 (1 additional cycle is required for pipeline initialization). Thus
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the total energy consumption for this scheme is En = p
4
× 21 = 5.3p, which is sim-
ilar to DVS selective way scheme (the best scheme in terms of energy) while the
performance of PRIM is similar to that of the normal cache. Moreover, with larger
loop sizes and greater number of iterations, the pipeline initialization overhead will
become negligible.
Related work A lot of research have been done on the memory hierarchy with
the aim of saving energy. Schemes were proposed to shut down certain number of
cache ways when the cache is under-utilized [6, 78]. Zhang [103] proposed a highly
reconfigurable cache whose associativity can be dynamically changed.
Many schemes and algorithms utilizing dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
have also been developed for low energy processors. In [63, 11], the worst-case
slack time and workload-variation slack time were exploited using DVS. When the
utilization computed based on the WCETs of tasks is lower than 1, it may be possible
to run some of tasks at a slower clock and a lower supply voltage without delaying
their deadlines. Some researchers [11, 39] developed compilation flows that detect
code regions for DVS and determine the optimal frequency scaling. There are also
many proposals to apply DVS to the memory hierarchy. Kim et al [56] proposed the
drowsy cache architecture where cache lines will be put into drowsy mode if they
are not accessed for a certain time interval. This technique is quite similar to the
selective way cache [6] in which under-utilized cache lines are set to a low power
mode. The main difference between them is that the drowsy cache can hold data
when switching between low and normal power modes. All these previous works
on memory hierarchy management tried to disable under-utilized memory resource
functioning to prevent these parts from consuming energy. Instead of disabling
under-utilized resource, PRIM tries to make use of these resource in DVS mode so
as to achieve retain the energy savings while recovering the performance loss.
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Organization of the chapter We will now proceed to present the PRIM archi-
tecture. The motivating example illustrates that PRIM needs co-operation from the
compiler in statically identifying program phases with under-utilized cache banks.
Once these program fragments have been identified, the compiler inserts appropriate
instructions to load and lock the content to the cache banks and switch the banks
to DVS mode. At runtime, the execution simply follows these cache configuration
hints to switch the cache between normal and DVS modes. Section 6.3 presents
this compilation framework. We present our experimental methodology and discuss
the results in Section 6.4. Our experimental results using six benchmarks from the
Mediabench and the MiBench suites show that PRIM can achieve significant en-
ergy savings without degrading the performance. Finally we summarize the chapter
(Section 6.5).
6.2 The PRIM architecture
Architectural considerations: We present the PRIM architecture based on a
4-way set associative cache as shown in Figure 6.2. PRIM architecture can achieve
the following functionalities: (1) able to run DVS mode and normal cache mode
according to execution needs (2) dynamically switch running mode (3) reload in-
struction blocks to DVS banks at runtime (4) the instruction fetches to DVS banks
are pipelined in order to maintain throughput. We currently only emphasize on the
situation of single application execution that cannot be interrupted by other appli-
cations and the application controls PRIM throughout its execution. The scenario
of context switching for multiple threads is left for future study.
Control of DVS mode and normal cache mode: The cache consists of
four data banks, the DVS control logic, the voltage-frequency controller (Vdd-Frq
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Figure 6.2: PRIM architecture.
a conventional cache, the supply voltage of banks d1 and d2 can be dynamically
changed by the DVS controller. When a DVS reconfiguration instruction is encoun-
tered, the DVS controller first loads the appropriate instructions to the DVS banks.
It then sets the DVS-M register, which in turn changes the the supply voltage and




, effectively reconfiguring the banks to DVS
mode.
DVS controller is added to dynamically reload instructions to DVS banks when
PRIM is configured as DVS mode during executions. DVS controller is essentially
a component of Direct Memory Access (DMA) which is controlled by processor. It
has two inputs, initial address of an instruction block and number of instructions to
be loaded.
Instruction searching: The address lookup functional unit (ALFU) deter-
mines if an instruction is residing in the DVS banks or not. When two banks
are configured to DVS mode, the tags corresponding to these two banks are com-
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pletely disabled. In other words, the DVS banks act as software controlled memory.
The address matching is accomplished inside the ALFU instead of tag matching
in conventional caches. The ALFU contains two address registers and two parallel
comparators. The two registers, ub_reg and lb_reg, hold respectively the upper
and lower bound addresses for the instruction block that currently resides in the
DVS banks. The value in ub_reg and lb_reg are updated when the DVS controller
loads a block of instructions into the DVS banks. In the PRIM design presented
here, there is only one pair of ub_reg and lb_reg. As a result, only one block of
instructions may reside in the DVS banks at any point of time. If the address of the
instruction to be fetched falls within the range of these two registers, then it resides
in the DVS banks and the ALFU generates the DVS_hit signal. This signal controls
the selection and gating of the tag and the data banks. To save dynamic energy,
the two normal cache banks and their tags are not searched if the DVS_hit signal is
asserted. On the other hand, the DVS banks are not searched if DVS_hit signal is
not asserted. This is accomplished by the clock gating of the tag and data banks.
The gating signals gt1, gd1 and gt2, gd2 are used to gate the clock of DVS banks and
non-DVS banks, respectively:
gt1 = DVS mode gt2 = DVS mode ∧DVS hit
gd1 = DVS mode∧ ∼ DVS hit gd2 = DVS mode ∧DVS hit
As a result, in DVS mode, only two banks – either DVS banks or normal cache
banks – are accessed at any point of time.
Pipelined parallel instruction fetches: In order to maintain the throughput
of instruction fetches in DVS mode, when an instruction is fetched from one DVS
bank, a speculative fetch is also started in the other DVS bank. The ALFU will
later check to see if the speculation was successful. If the speculated PC equals
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Figure 6.3: The layout of instructions
indicate a successful speculation. Otherwise, it is necessary to redo the instruction
fetch, thereby incurring an overhead of twice the normal cache’s latency.
From the above description, one can easily see why it is crucial to carefully
layout the instructions in DVS banks so that sequentially executed instructions
can be fetched in parallel from the two DVS banks. Figure 6.3 shows an example
of the instruction layout. The left side of the figure is the instruction layout of
a loop contain six instructions in main memory. Suppose that the sequence of
instruction executed is 1 − 2 − 3 − 4 − 5 − 6 − 1 · · · . In order to be able to fetch
consecutive instruction in parallel, the odd and even numbered instructions need to
be in different banks. We propose to layout the instructions in the way shown in
right hand side of Figure 6.3. Bits 11...5 in Figure 6.3 are used to address the row
of the DVS banks, while the column selection is determined by the least significant
bit (bit 2 in Figure 6.3) of cache block index. The instruction selection from a cache
line is decided by two bits 3 and 4.
Since the two DVS banks can be configured as two different types of instruction
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buffer, namely conventional cache and software controlled memory, the address of
two DVS banks need to be selectable from different address sources according to
their mode. This is achieved by selection signal Ad Sel. When applications try to
load instruction block into DVS mode, Ad Sel will select the address generated by
‘DVS-Controller&trace-loader’ component. If they are configured as DVS mode and
operate on instruction fetching state, address a11...a5 will be chosen. Otherwise,
the address (i.e cache index) will be selected for conventional cache mode.
The ‘Next PC predictor’ component of PRIM predicts the address of the next
instruction to be fetched. If a branch is taken, we assume that we have encountered a
loop and the address boundary will be dynamically written to registers ‘Loop-entry-
addr’ and ‘Loop-exit-addr’. If the current fetch address is not equal to the value
in ‘Loop-exit-addr’, the next fetch address will be speculated to be the increment
of the current fetch address. Otherwise, the next fetch address will be the value in
‘Loop-entry-addr’.
6.3 Compilation framework
PRIM requires compiler support to achieve dynamic reconfiguration. The compiler
decides which program regions are suitable for running in DVS mode, inserts appro-
priate instructions into the application to switch the two designated banks to DVS
mode, and dynamically loads the selected instructions into the two DVS banks.
6.3.1 Compilation flow
The structure of our compilation flow is shown in Figure 6.4. The input are the
application and the cache configuration. The output are the partitioning decisions
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Build CFG and profile program
Intra-Procedural instruction layout optimization
Build LPHG and determine the dynamic
reconfigurations
Transformed Program
C program C compiler
Assembly files
Figure 6.4: Design flow
for the instruction memory hierarchy for the application, and the transformed ap-
plication with an optimized instruction layout. The framework consists of several
steps:
• Profiling the application: First the application is profiled to collect the execu-
tion counts of the edges in the control flow graphs (CFG) of all the procedures
and the number of invocations of each procedure.
• Intra-procedural instruction layout optimization: This step optimizes the in-
struction layout within each procedure to bring the frequently executed basic
blocks together to make it easier to extract frequently executed traces.
• Building the LPHG, and determining the reconfiguration and trace load points:
In this step, we build the Loop-Procedure Hierarchy Graph (LPHG) [64] to
represent a program. The LPHG captures all the loops and procedure calls
of an application as well as their relations. Loops are detected by building
the dominator tree of the CFG. After the LPHG is built, the application
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profile is analyzed to determine the suitable points to reconfigure PRIM. At
the same time, the instruction traces to be loaded into the DVS banks at each
reconfiguration point are also selected.
• Inserting reconfiguration and trace load instructions: Finally, the instructions
for reconfiguration and trace loading are inserted into the application’s code.
We have developed a prototype of this framework using the Simplescalar tool
set [19]. The sim-outorder simulator is extended to support PRIM. The frame-
work includes multiple tools to support profiling, intra-procedural instruction layout
optimization, and identification of the reconfigurations and trace loading points.
6.3.2 Dynamic reconfigurations and instruction selection
This section describes the algorithm for deciding where and when to reconfigure
PRIM as well as determining which instructions should go into the DVS banks. Our
proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 6. We assume that most of the energy
consumption due to instruction fetch occur inside the loops. The intuition is that
if the time spent in a loop is long enough to hide the overhead of reconfiguration
and instructions loading, then that loop is a candidate for allocation into the DVS
banks. Thus we look for loops where the number of iterations exceeds a threshold.
In this work, we empirically set the threshold value to be 20 iterations. If the loop
size is too big to fit into the DVS banks, then the cache is used to buffer the rest of
for the loop.
In a LPHG, the deeper a loop is, the higher is its execution frequency. The
algorithm therefore starts from the leaf loops and works toward the root node.
After a loop has been examined, its parent loop is added to list loops (line 12). We
may at some later point examine the parent node for further opportunities. If a loop
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Algorithm 6: Algorithm for determining dynamic reconfiguration and DVS
instruction load points
Input: Proc list: Procedure list whose procedures have been intra-
procedural optimized
Output: Basic block list: list of instruction blocks of basic blocks assigned
to DVS banks
BOOL conflict : if severe cache conflict incurred;
1 Build Loop-Procedure Hierarchy Graph(LPHG)
2 Get sizes of all loops();
3 list loops←− all leaf loops;
4 foreach loop l in list loops do
if l is leaf loop
∧
#iterations of l ≥ Thresh hold then
Annotate reconfig point and instrs partitioned(l);
5 else if l is non-leaf loop then
6 list child loops←− all child loops of l;
7 Update iteration num(list child loops);
8 conflict=evalConflict(DV Smode, child loops of l ∪ l);
9 if !conflict then
10 Instr alloc(list child loops ∪ l, DVS-banks);
end
11 if !list loops.contain(l) then
12 list loops.push back(l);
end
end
13 Hoist reconfig position();
14 Insert reconfig and code loading instructions();
15 return Proc list;
is an internal node (line 5), then the algorithm evaluates whether it is beneficial to
configure the cache to DVS mode for its child loops (line 8). The evaluation function
we use is conservative and simple. If the allocation of a child loop L to DVS banks
does not adversely affect the miss rate of the other children, then the allocation
is considered beneficial. In that case, the cache is configured to DVS mode at the
entry point of the parent loop.
Figure 6.5 is an example of how the algorithm resolves conflicts, determines
reconfiguration points, and selects the instructions for DVS banks. The left part
of Figure 6.5 is a sample program represented in LPHG, while the right part is its





















Figure 6.5: Code transformation for reconfiguration.
D, and E. The numbers beside the loops are the number of loop iterations while the
numbers inside the loops are their sizes in terms of the number of instructions. Each
of the four cache banks can hold up to 64 instructions. The algorithm first selects
the three leaf loops. Only the number of iteration of E is larger than the threshold
value (20). So the cache is configured to DVS mode at the entry point of E. We
then traverse upward to the parent loops, A and D. As the number of iterations of
D is smaller than the threshold, we will not use DVS mode for it. Loop A has two
children, B and C, and the total number of iterations of B and C from the point of
the entry of A is now larger than 20. The algorithm then check whether there will
be severe cache conflicts if B or C is placed in the DVS banks. As the sizes of B
and C are both larger than the remaining two normal cache banks, allocating either
loop to the DVS banks will cause severe cache conflict to the other loop. Therefore,
it is better to operate A in non-DVS mode.
The instruction allocation function assigns the frequently executed instructions
inside the selected loop to the DVS banks (line 10). If the loop size exceeds the
capacity of the DVS banks, then the most frequently executed instructions of the
loop are allocated to the DVS banks.
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Once all the loops have been processed and the reconfiguration points as well
as instructions selection for the DVS banks have been finalized, the reconfiguration
instructions have to be inserted. This is the same as that in compilation flow for
DRIM design described in the previous chapter. There are two steps involved: opti-
mization of hoisting the reconfiguration points and insertion of the reconfiguration
instructions. The number of reconfigurations can be reduced by hoisting the recon-
figuration point from the inner loop to the outer loop (line 13). If L is the only loop
selected among its siblings, the reconfiguration point can be hoisted out from L to
its parent loop. An example is shown in Figure 5.5 in the previous chapter. The
DVS configuration instructions are hoisted to where they are underlined.
The last step in the algorithm (line 14) groups all the instructions allocated
to the DVS banks at each reconfiguration point and inserts the instructions to




We used the Simplescalar-PISA 3.0d simulator [19] for our experiments. The full-
featured simulator sim-outorder was modified to support PRIM. The cache line
used in the simulation corresponds to 32 bytes in a 4-byte word processor. The
instruction memory hierarchy consists of the L1 instruction buffer (i.e. PRIM) and
the main memory. Our PRIM implementation has four banks of data storage, each
capable of holding 64 instructions. The latency of accessing L1 cache is 1 cycle.
The main memory is assumed to be pipelined. The latency of the first access to the
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main memory is 10 cycles, while that of the subsequent accesses is 2 cycles. In our
simulation, the Trace load instructions used to load instruction blocks to DVS banks
are compiled to binary code. As a result, the overhead of execution time and cache
miss rate increase caused by these instructions are included. The time for loading a
trace into the DVS banks is calculated as the time to perform the necessary burst
accesses to the SDRAM to bring in the entire trace.
In our experiments, we used six application benchmarks from the MediaBench [61]
and MiBench [32] suites. We compared the energy consumption and performance
across three different configurations: (1) a baseline system comprising of a traditional
4-way associative instruction cache, (2) a simple low VDD scheme (Low-VDD) (3)
a selective way cache [6] (Sel-Way), and (4) PRIM. We use two voltage settings,
0.5×Vdd and 0.8×Vdd, for different process technology of CPUs. The frequency
will be always halved for both voltage options. We chose selective way cache for com-
parison because it disables and puts under-utilized memory banks into low power
mode to save energy. In our experiments, Sel-Way gates the clock of a certain num-
ber of cache banks if it is under-utilized. To do this, we analyze the LPHG and put
frequently executed loops into certain cache banks and gate the rest of the cache
banks. The instructions of the frequently executed loops are locked for a certain time
interval to avoid unintentional replacement. Low-VDD scheme just simply halves
supply voltage and clock frequency of L1 instruction cache to save energy while the
access latency to the instruction cache is doubled.
6.4.2 Energy calculations
In this work, our focus is on reducing dynamic energy consumption. For power
constrained embedded processors, we believe that dynamic energy consumption will
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continue to dominate static energy consumption. We modeled the energy consump-
tion of the memory hierarchy using the CACTI [99] model for 0.13µm technology.
To calculate the energy consumption of PRIM, we included the extra logic ele-
ments not found in a normal cache, namely the ALFU, the Next PC predictor and
the two extra multiplexers. We assume that the energy consumed by the PRIM’s
comparators and multiplexers are the same as the multiplexers and comparators
components of the normal cache assumed by CACTI. We approximated the energy
consumption of an adder or subtractor in ALFU as that of a multiplexer. These
hardware components are always powered at regular voltage.
According to CACTI, the total per-access energy of a n way cache is as follows:
eC = et + ed + ecom + emux + eout
where et, ed, and ecom stand for the energy per access to all tags, data storages, and
comparators, respectively. emux is the energy consumption of the multiplexer, while
eout is the energy of the output driver. We rewrite this formula as:
eC = n× eb + emux + eout
where eb is the energy per access for one cache bank. This includes the per-access
energy for the data and tag of one bank, and a comparator.
According to general energy equation, i.e., E = C × V 2 × f × t, when supply




(we define this factor as Cf ) of the original value. We assume that the energy of the
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data output drivers of PRIM will be the same as that of a normal cache since this
component has to be powered at the regular voltage while that for the cache banks,
comparators and multiplexer is decreased. There are three ways in which PRIM is
accessed:
1. When PRIM is in DVS mode and the instruction is in one of the DVS banks,
PRIM can deliver it directly from the DVS bank without searching the other




+ eout + eO
where eO is the energy overhead per access due to the extra hardware compo-
nents described above. It is about 3.5% of the total per-access energy of the
baseline cache.
2. When PRIM is in DVS mode and the instruction is not in a DVS bank, the
other two cache banks powered at the regular Vdd, will be searched. The
per-access energy for this is:
e¬D = 2× eb + emux + eout + eO
3. If PRIM is in normal cache mode, then energy consumption is simply the
energy of the baseline cache plus the energy overhead:
eN = eC + eO
The last two energy components of PRIM are the energy consumed during the
loading of traces, EL, into the DVS banks, and the energy caused by cache misses.








where L is the total number of traces loaded, sl is the size of trace l and B is the size
of a cache block. eM is the energy penalty of a cache miss. Its value is assumed 50
times of energy consumption of one access to four way baseline cache [103]. Since the
DVS controller is only active during instruction trace loading to PRIM, and because
the energy of a cache miss is orders of magnitude greater, we did not include it in the
energy calculations. The total overall energy consumption due to memory accesses
to PRIM is given by:
EPRIM = AD × eD + A¬D × e¬D + AN × eN + AM × em + EL
where AD and A¬D are the numbers of accesses to the DVS banks and two cache
banks respectively when PRIM is in DVS mode, while AN is the number of accesses
to PRIM when it is in normal cache mode. AM is the number of cache misses.
As with PRIM, for Low-Vdd cache, the voltage of data output driver is assumed
normal and the energy consumption of this component remains same as that of
baseline cache. For Sel-WAY cache, the energy is depend on the number of active
cache banks, n, which is shown as follows:
eS = n× eb + emux + eout
Table 6.1 shows the energy consumption per access to different architectures.
The result of our energy calculation is consistent with the energy consumption of
32K L1 cache in [59] in which SPICE was used to simulate the energy consumption.
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According to [59], the total energy consumption of 32K L1 cache powered at 1V is
1.055nJ while the energy at 0.5V is 0.1250nJ.
PRIM Sel-Way
base cache (eC) Low-Vdd e¬D eN eD (0.5×Vdd) eD (0.8×Vdd) 1way 2way 3way 4way
0.538 0.144 0.296 0.557 0.065 0.165 0.146 0.277 0.407 0.538
Table 6.1: Per-access energy consumption (in nJ).
6.4.3 Experiment results
Performance: The performance results are shown in Table 6.2. ‘fetch miss’ repre-
sents the miss rate of instruction fetch while ‘perform overhd’ stands for the perfor-
mance overhead compared to the baseline. ‘Pred-miss’ is the miss rate of address
prediction of the next speculatively fetched instruction in DVS mode. Compared
to the baseline cache configuration, we can see some miss rate reduction achieved
by PRIM and Sel-Way schemes for certain benchmarks. We attribute this to the
locking of frequently executed instructions, thereby reducing conflict misses. The
miss rate of address prediction ranges from 0.63% to 8.45% with an average value
of 2.85%. The ‘pred-miss’ rate for mpeg2-dec and pegwit are quite high. The loops
in mpeg2-dec have many procedure calls resulting in poor locality. For pegwit,
there are many control flow transfers inside the loops which is detrimental to the
prediction process.
Baseline Low-Vdd PRIM Sel-Way
Benchmark fetch perform fetch pred-miss perform fetch perform
miss(%) overhd(%) miss(%) (%) overhd(%) miss(%) overhd(%)
mpeg2-dec 1.35 107.0 1.30 4.8 -0.03 1.49 3.07
gsm-dec 0.42 121.8 0.40 0.71 0.20 0.41 0.07
susan-edge 2.76 80.9 2.36 1.11 -6.65 2.15 -13.5
FFT 0.06 146.5 0.09 1.42 2.82 0.09 0.85
pegwit 0.38 45.8 0.35 8.45 0.78 0.38 3.54
sha 0.054 252.1 0.35 0.63 1.66 0.046 3.85
Average - 125.6 - 2.85 - - -
Table 6.2: Miss rate and performance overhead
The performance overhead varies across different applications. There are mainly
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four factors affecting the overhead: the latency of cache accesses, the cache miss rate,
the next address prediction miss rate, and the overhead of cache reconfigurations.
As we can see from Table 6.2, Low-Vdd suffers from a high performance overhead
that averages 125.6% because of the doubling of the latency in the instruction cache.
PRIM, on the other hand, has a low performance overhead ranging from −6.65% to
2.82%. For the benchmark susan-edge, performance is in fact improved because of
the reduction in the cache miss rate. On the other hand, for the benchmark peg-
wit, the poorer performance is due to the penalty of pred-miss and reconfiguration
exceeding the gains from cache miss rate reduction.
Energy consumption: The total dynamic energy consumption of the four
instruction memory hierarchies are shown in Table 6.3. We evaluated two PRIM
configurations – one that halves Vdd (‘0.5×Vdd ’) and one that lowers Vdd by
20% (‘0.8×Vdd ’). In both these configurations, the operating frequency is halved,
doubling access times to these banks. All the schemes achieve significant energy
savings compared to the baseline. The reduction in the average energy consumption
achieved by the Sel-Way cache is 39.0% for the benchmarks studied, while that
for PRIM is 56.6% at 0.5×Vdd and 45.1% at 0.8×Vdd. In other words, PRIM at
0.5×Vdd and 0.8×Vdd achieved 17.6% and 6.1% more energy saving than Sel-Way
respectively. Energy savings of PRIM at 0.8×Vdd is smaller than PRIM at 0.5×Vdd
because the supply voltage scaling down is more conservative.
Low-Vdd achieved an average 56.5% energy savings which is almost the same as
PRIM at 0.5×Vdd. However, Low-Vdd comes with significant performance loss as
shown in Table 6.2 because of the doubling of the cache hit latency. As the result,
the additional energy consumed by other parts of a processor can surpass the energy
savings obtained by instruction memory hierarchy.
Energy savings come mainly from DVS mode access, clock gating of under-
utilized ways, and cache miss rate reduction. Operating in the DVS mode, PRIM
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Baseline Low-Vdd(0.5×Vdd) PRIM(0.5×Vdd) PRIM(0.8×Vdd) Sel-Way
Benchmark En En impr En*delay En impr En*delay En impr En*delay En impr En*delay
(mJ) (mJ) (%) (mJ) (%) (mJ) (%) (mJ) (%)
mpeg2-dec 34.5 19.43 43.7 1.17 25.6 25.8 0.74 27.55 20.1 0.80 30.26 12.3 0.90
gsm-dec 8.10 3.20 60.5 0.88 3.66 54.7 0.45 4.61 43.0 0.57 4.35 46.3 0.54
susan-edge 2.92 2.02 30.8 1.25 1.89 35.2 0.60 2.00 31.4 0.64 1.98 32.3 0.59
FFT 1.06 0.31 71.0 0.71 0.21 80.0 0.21 0.40 62.0 0.39 0.51 51.5 0.49
pegwit 19.78 7.63 61.5 0.56 7.78 60.7 0.40 10.19 48.5 0.52 11.21 43.4 0.59
sha 7.53 2.16 71.3 1.01 1.25 83.4 0.17 2.58 65.8 0.35 3.89 48.4 0.54
Average - - 56.5 0.93 - 56.6 0.43 - 45.1 0.54 - 39.0 0.61
Table 6.3: Energy consumption.
can save more energy than the clock gating used in Sel-Way. This is evident in
the benchmark FFT where the improvement of PRIM over Sel-Way scheme is very
significant. In the case of FFT, the cache miss rate is very low and so cache misses
contribute only a small amount of total energy consumption. The main contributor
to the total energy is the on-chip cache access energy which is significantly reduced
in PRIM. For the benchmark susan-edge, the energy improvement of PRIM over
Sel-Way is small. This benchmark has a big loop with a large number of iterations
that is larger than the cache. As a result, it is beneficial to allocate as many cache
entries as possible and lock the instructions of this loop in these cache entries to avoid
cache conflict. Sel-Way allocates and locks three cache banks for the instructions in
the loop, while our PRIM configuration can only allocate two cache banks in DVS
mode. Sel-Way is therefore able to avoid more cache conflicts in this benchmark.
Energy delay product: ‘En*delay’ in Table 6.3 represents normalized en-
ergy delay product relative to the baseline cache. As shown in the table, PRIM
at 0.5×Vdd, PRIM at 0.8×Vdd, Low-Vdd and Sel-Way achieved average normal-
ized energy delay product value 0.43, 0.54, 0.93, and 0.61 respectively. Although
Low-Vdd obtained significant energy savings to memory hierarchy, the energy delay
product is very close to that of the baseline cache because of the large performance
overhead. PRIM at 0.5×Vdd and 0.8×Vdd achieved the best energy-delay product




Shutting down idle cache banks is one of the most popular methods to reduce the
energy consumption. However, the capacity of the idle cache banks is wasted. In this
chapter, we proposed PRIM, a pipelined, DVS-based dynamically reconfigurable in-
struction memory hierarchy to exploit the under-utilized storage resource to achieve
more energy savings. Instead of shutting down unused storage bank, the unused
storage bank and a normal bank in PRIM can be reconfigured as a low-Vdd, low
frequency loop buffer pair to obtain more energy saving for instruction fetching. To
maintain the throughput of instruction fetch, pipelined speculative reads to these
two banks are used when accessing this buffer in the low-Vdd mode. Through this
method, the capacity of the unused bank is exploited.
We also developed a compilation flow to support PRIM. Our experimental re-
sults showed significant energy savings while performance is affected only marginally.
PRIM also performs better than selective way caches in overall energy saving. Al-
though we have evaluated PRIM using a 4-bank cache structure, it is certainly
possible to extend this to other numbers of banks. We believe that PRIM or PRIM-
like techniques can easily be applied to embedded processors and is valuable as a
contribution to the repertoire of techniques for energy-aware computing.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we studied the instruction memory hierarchy of embedded systems
with the aim of achieving performance improvement and energy savings. The in-
struction memory hierarchy is of crucial importance for embedded computing sys-
tems. Our study focused on the three schemes: SRIM, DRIM and PRIM. Our
study showed that the proposed schemes achieved significant performance improve-
ment and energy savings over traditional cache architectures. The motivation and
contribution of our designs can be summarized as follows:
• SRIM: The SRIM architecture design can be used to utilize a limited resource
budget for instruction memory hierarchy to achieve performance improvement
and energy savings. We first showed that different applications require distinct
architectural configurations instead of using purely a cache to obtain higher
performance. The reason for this is that different applications have distinct
characteristics, which in turn gives rise to the need of tuning architectural
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parameters to suit the applications. Due to the flexibility in the hardware re-
source usage, our experimental results demonstrated that SRIM has significant
performance improvement and energy savings over the traditional cache archi-
tecture. This performance improvement comes from mapping the frequently
executed instructions into SPM, which may decrease the cache conflict misses.
As a result of the reduction of the cache miss rate, the execution times were also
improved. There are two main factors that contribute to the energy savings.
The first one is the reduction of cache fetch misses. The accesses to off-chip
main memory consume a large amount of energy and thus a small amount of
cache miss reduction can achieve great energy savings. The other factor is that
scratch-pad memory is more energy efficient than cache architectures. There-
fore, we can obtain energy savings by mapping the most frequently executed
instructions into SPM.
Apart from reconfiguring architectural parameters, application optimizations
such as instruction layout optimization are also widely used. In this thesis, we
also studied the interactions between these two methods and integrated archi-
tecture exploration and instruction layout optimization into one unified frame-
work to achieve more performance and energy improvement. We achieved sig-
nificant performance improvement and we also concluded that the sequence
of performing these two methods could result in different performance and
energy consumption.
• DRIM: The DRIM design explores dynamic architecture reconfigurations and
instruction replacement, and it is more flexible than SRIM design. The ad-
vantage of SRIM method is that the architectural parameters can be tuned
for specific applications according to their characteristics. However, there are
two main drawbacks of this static method: 1) SPM is not efficiently used as it
cannot be reused by multiple instructions. 2) Architectural parameters cannot
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be changed at different phases of an execution for more energy savings. In or-
der to overcome the above two limitations, we should develop a method which
can dynamically replace the instructions allocated to SPM and reconfigure the
architectural parameters. DRIM was design to handle this issue. We obtained
an average of 15.6% improvement in the miss rate and an average of 10.2% per-
formance improvement for six benchmarks selected. This improvement comes
from reconfiguring some storage banks to SPM and mapping of the frequently
executed instructions into the SPM for important loops. The average energy
savings was 41%. The reasons for the energy consumption improvement are
the reduction of instruction fetch misses and the better efficiency in energy
consumption of SPM.
• PRIM: The PRIM design exploits the under-utilized resource to achieve en-
ergy savings. One of the most popular methods to reduce energy consumption
is to shut down the under-utilized resources. The drawback of this method
is that the capacity of under-utilized resources is wasted. To fully exploit
the potential of under-used resources to achieve more energy savings, we pro-
posed and designed PRIM architecture. The under-used storage bank and a
normal storage bank can be reconfigured as a low-Vdd mode pair. The en-
ergy consumption per instruction fetch in low power mode will be less than
that of one bank in normal mode. To maintain the throughput, instruction
fetches to these two banks are pipelined. We obtained significant energy sav-
ings over traditional architectures, way-shutdown cache and normal cache, for
six benchmarks selected while performance was affected only marginally.
In this thesis, we have demonstrated that customization of instruction memory
hierarchies for embedded systems can achieve significant performance improvement
and energy savings. Our methods are novel in methodology and advance the state of
art. In addition, we have also implemented SRIM in real hardware which have rarely
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been done by other researchers. We believe that the techniques we proposed in this
thesis will contribute to more energy efficient and better performance embedded
systems.
7.2 Future work
Our proposed schemes have achieved significant performance and energy improve-
ment. Based on the current work, the following can be considered.
First of all, one of the limitations of our methods is that the designs are profile
driven. Our methods need to profile applications to get the execution statistics for
a certain input and then determine the architectural reconfiguration and instruction
partitioning based on the obtained profiling information. The drawback is that the
execution statistics may vary across different inputs and thus the reconfiguration
and instruction partitioning determined based on one input may not be suitable for
others. Some researchers have addressed this issue of the limitations of profiling
based designs. However, it has not been solved yet and remains an open problem.
Further study can be carried out to address the issue of how the execution statistics
vary across different inputs and how to avoid the negative effects of this variation.
Another research direction is the reconfigurable instruction memory hierarchy
for multi-core processor systems(Multi-cores). Multi-cores are becoming increasingly
popular for high performance computing systems in recent years. Similar to single
core processor systems, the memory subsystem of Multi-cores is the bottleneck for
both performance and energy. Moreover, there are more challenging issues involved
in designing memory subsystem for Multi-cores as Multi-cores are more complicated
than single core process systems. Thus, intelligently managing memory subsystem
is of crucial importance to achieve high performance and low energy consumption.
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Further research can be carried out to extend our reconfigurable instruction memory
schemes to Multi-cores for performance and energy improvement.
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